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The 189th
Annual General
Meeting
GOD WILLING
commences at 12.30 on

Saturday, 19 September 2020
We are currently unable to use the Metropolitan Tabernacle for the AGM
meeting due to the Covid crisis. Therefore supporters are asked not to
attempt to attend in person on 19 September.
In the next few weeks Members will receive their meeting packs that will
contain further details as to how they can attend the virtual meeting and vote.

Our Business Meeting will be accessible online at 12.30 on
19 September for those who wish to attend.
Please visit: www.tbsbibles.org/2020AGM.
After the Business Meeting,
at 2.30 p.m.

The Rev. R. G. Ferguson
Member of the General Committee of the Society
is expected to preach.

All are invited to attend.
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A Word from the
Chairman

W

e often use the words, ‘if the
Lord will’ or ‘God willing’ in
making our plans. This is the
right thing to do, as James exhorts us in
his epistle (4.15): ‘For that ye ought to
say, if the Lord will, we shall live, and do
this, or that’. The past year has brought
these words into sharper focus than ever
before, as we acknowledge the sovereign
hand of God which has been upon us in
ways we never expected or planned for.
However, it is with gratitude to our God
that we acknowledge also that He who
knew these days would come has not left
us to fend for ourselves but has proved
faithful to His covenant word: ‘But my
God shall supply all your need according to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus’
(Philippians 4.19).

Secretary. In the time he led the Society
it was for the honour and glory of God
in the translating and distribution of
the Holy Scriptures which he constantly
contended for. All that he was enabled to
do was by the grace of God, and we acknowledge the Lord’s goodness in giving
us such an able General Secretary for so
long a period. The General Committee
have been pleased to acknowledge
practically his contribution, not forgetting the loyal sacrificial support his wife,
Jane, gave over that long period, especially when Paul was away from home as
was so often the case. It was the unanimous desire of the General Committee
that Paul should be made President of
the Trinitarian Bible Society, replacing
the Rev. G. Hamstra, of blessed memory,
who was taken to his eternal rest some
while previously.

As intimated last year our esteemed former General Secretary, Paul Rowland,
through ill health
found it necessary
to retire from his
position somewhat
earlier than had been
planned. In over forty
years of service in
various positions in
the Trinitarian Bible
Society he laboured
indefatigably for those
many years, most
of them as General

William Tyndale House, London
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at various times under the UK government scheme.

It is with gratitude to the Lord that we
can say that the work of leading the
Trinitarian Bible Society is being carried on in the same spirit, and with the
same zeal, with no deviation from the
foundation principles of the Society,
by the three senior management members—David Broome, Jonathan Arnold
and Philip Blows—along with the
Branch General Secretaries. The General
Committee asked David to be Senior
Director until the Strategic Review
is completed, when a new management structure is expected to cover all
the senior roles including those that
Paul Rowland undertook, both at home
and abroad. We would ask for your continued prayerful support for the Senior
Management in this great responsibility.

The technology available in our
generation has enabled much of the
work to continue unhindered, and the
General Committee has successfully
met remotely on several occasions. We
are thankful to the Lord for providing
these means, without which the burden of carrying forward the aims and
work of the Society would have been
greatly increased.
In all these things we recognise the
sovereign hand of God in both judgment
and mercy. There is undoubtedly a call to
national and individual repentance under
this mighty hand of God, which with ‘the
Judge standing at the door’ (cf. James 5.9)
should give cause for personal and
collective searching of heart. Like the
wise virgins may we have the oil of
grace with and in our lamps, should the
Bridegroom call us at the midnight hour
(cf. Matthew 25.1-13).

Since the turn of the current year, as
elsewhere in our nation, the Covid-19
pandemic has had a profound effect on
the personal lives of those who work
for the Society. At the time of writing,
through God’s great goodness present members of staff have been only
mildly affected but due diligence has
been taken in keeping only necessary
staff working in the warehouse, while
most staff members are working from
home and some have been furloughed

‘Brethren pray for us’
Chairman of the
General Committee
June 2020

W

e mention here briefly the home call in July of our former Assistant
General Secretary and good friend David Larlham, who suffered an
unexpected heart attack. More will be said in a later Quarterly Record but we ask
for the prayers of all God’s people for David’s family during this difficult time.
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Operations
Report
by Philip A. Blows, Operations Director

So likewise ye, when ye shall have
done all those things which are
commanded you, say, We are
unprofitable servants: we have
done that which was our duty to do
(Luke 17.10)

Round numbers will be used for very
large circulation ﬁgures so that they are
easier to digest; the precise numbers can
be found in the distribution table on
page 19. The activity we are engaged in is
spiritual, aimed at the glory of God, and
cannot be measured by circulation figures
alone, but it is known to the Lord and we
trust it is pleasing to Him and profitable
to our fellow men.

T

hese words come from a section
in the Gospel according to Luke
when the Lord reminded His apostles to do all that He commanded them.
As we look back on 2019, we trust that,
with God’s help, we were able to do that
which was necessary for the Society’s
sacred work of circulating the Holy
Scriptures. But we do not claim any
credit for this. At best we were unprofitable servants who did that which it was
our duty to do.

The aim of the Trinitarian Bible Society
has remained unchanged since its establishment in 1831.
The object of this Society is to
promote the Glory of God and the
salvation of men, by circulating, both
at home and abroad, in dependence
on the Divine blessing, the HOLY
SCRIPTURES, which are given by
inspiration of God, and are able
to make men wise unto salvation,
through faith which is in Christ Jesus.

In this report I will try to give a summary of the work of the Operations
Department during 2019. There are areas
of important activity which cannot be
covered due to the necessary limitations
of space within this Annual Report,
such as in connection with the Society’s
Strategic Review, but I hope that the
items which are reported on will be
informative and encouraging to you, our
members and supporters.

We seek to maximise, under God, the
circulation of Bibles and Scripture portions
in many languages amongst the nations of
the world. This is best achieved by selling to
those who can aﬀord to pay and by granting, where funds allow, to those who cannot.
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Grants

• 1,400 Catalan New Testaments to

During 2019 over 2.2 million Bibles,
Scripture portions and Scripture items
were granted free of charge to institutions and individuals at home and
abroad including missionaries, missions, prisons, churches and schools. We
scrutinise and score every grant application to ensure, as far as is practicable,
that grants of Bibles, Scripture portions
and other items are distributed through
channels which will be acceptable to our
supporters.

• 1,000 Hebrew Bibles to Israel
• 1,000 Hebrew New Testaments to

Cataluña

Israel

Sales
We also distribute the Holy Scriptures by
way of sales, often at heavily discounted
prices. Sales form the Society’s main distribution channel, and most of the items
sold will eventually be given away free
of charge on the mission field. The total
number of items sold worldwide in 2019
was 7.9 million, of which 7 million were
under licence to other publishers.

Over recent years we have optimised
the value of our grants budgets by using
them primarily to fulﬁl large requests
from grantees who are well known to us.
Some of the large grants made during
2019 were:

As can be seen in these ﬁgures, a
very signiﬁcant part of our Scripture
circulation comes through licensing arrangements with other publishers, mainly
in Brazil: in 2019, 88% of our circulation
volume came through licensing and 12%
through publications which we procured
and circulated ourselves. We license TBS
Bible translations to other publishers
because this enables us to reach more
people with faithful and accurate versions
of the Word of God, beyond the level that
our own resources would allow.

• 5,500 Portuguese New Testaments to
Mozambique

•
•
•
•
•
•

4,000 English Bibles to Sicily
3,000 English Bibles to Botswana
3,000 English Bibles to Ghana
2,800 English Bibles to Nigeria
2,700 Catalan Bibles to Cataluña
2,500 Portuguese Bibles to
Mozambique

• 2,100 English New Testaments to

It should be emphasised that we are
still conducting a major publishing and
distributing work ourselves apart from
licensing: in 2019, over 2 million Bibles,
Scripture portions and Scripture items
bearing the TBS name passed through
our own warehouses to be sent to customers and grantees around the world.

Nigeria

• 2,000 Russian Bibles to Siberia
• 2,000 Portuguese Bibles for Angola
• 2,000 Portuguese New Testaments for
Angola

• 2,000 Maltese Bibles to Malta
• 2,000 English Bibles to Zambia
• 1,500 Modern Greek Bibles to Greece

In 2019 the Society received the Feefo
Gold Service award for its sales work.
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Countries

This award is ‘an independent seal of
excellence that recognises businesses
for delivering exceptional experiences,
as rated by real customers.’ We attribute
these high customer ratings not only to
the diligence and commitment of our
staff but also to the close attachment so
many of our customers feel to the Society
and its work.
1. Albania
2. Angola*
3. Argentina
4. Australia
5. Austria
6. Bahamas
7. Belgium
8. Benin
9. Bolivia
10. Botswana*
11. Brazil
12. Bulgaria
13. Burkina Faso
14. Cameroon
15. Canada
16. Central African
Republic
17. Chad
18. Chile
19. China
20. Colombia
21. Congo, The D R
22. Cook Islands
23. Costa Rica
24. Cuba
25. Cyprus
26. Czech Republic
27. Denmark
28. Dominican
Republic

As an international organisation we seek
to distribute Scriptures to as many nations as possible, as per our motto, ‘The
Word of God among all nations’. In 2019
we distributed Scriptures in 39 languages
to 113 countries; these countries are
listed below.
59. Malawi
60. Malaysia
61. Mali
62. Malta
63. Mexico
64. Mozambique
65. Myanmar
66. Namibia
67. Nepal
68. Netherlands
69. New Zealand
70. Nicaragua
71. Niger
72. Nigeria
73. Northern Ireland
74. Norway
75. Pakistan
76. Panama
77. Paraguay
78. Peru
79. Philippines
80. Poland
81. Portugal
82. Romania
83. Russia
84. Rwanda
85. Scotland
86. Serbia
87. Sierra Leone
88. Singapore

29. Ecuador
30. El Salvador
31. England
32. Eritrea
33. Estonia
34. Ethiopia
35. Fiji
36. Finland
37. France
38. Georgia
39. Germany
40. Ghana
41. Greece
42. Guatemala
43. Guernsey
44. Guyana
45. Haiti
46. Honduras
47. Hungary
48. India
49. Indonesia
50. Ireland
51. Israel
52. Italy
53. Ivory Coast
54. Japan
55. Jersey
56. Kenya
57. Lithuania
58. Madagascar
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89. Slovak Republic
90. South Africa
91. South Korea
92. Spain
93. Sri Lanka
94. St Kitts & Nevis
95. St Lucia
96. Swaziland
97. Sweden
98. Switzerland
99. Taiwan
100. Tanzania
101. Togo
102. Trinidad &
Tobago
103. Turkey
104. UAE
105. Uganda
106. Ukraine
107. Uruguay
108. USA
109. Vanuatu
110. Venezuela
111. Wales
112. Zambia
113. Zimbabwe
*Scriptures distributed
via Christian logistics
organisations in the UK.
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Feedback from Grantees

Bibles are so compact, so superbly
pocket sized.

This section was written by Louise Brett,
one of our Sales and Grants Assistants.

Pocket Reference Bible

W

hen we send grants of Scriptures to
our contacts, they go on to distribute them to others. I often find myself
wondering about the final destination
of the Scriptures, about those who will
receive them, what they are like, what
jobs they do. Occasionally we are able to
get an insight into their lives by reading
the distribution reports that our grantees
send us.

So accept this note of grateful
thanks! Am especially grateful for
the 2,500 New Testaments. These
will make a great impact on many,
many lives. So easy to read, so
easy to keep it on one’s person, so
powerful, a blessing on every single
page. Imagine those who read it for
the first time. I gave one at the little
kiosk down the street where I buy
newspapers. He was an old man;
he recognised it as soon as he saw
it and grabbed it as if he thought
someone would take it from him!

One grantee in particular sends us very
detailed reports, and her joy at being
involved in Scripture distribution work
emanates from her words. During 2019
we were able to send a large grant of the
following items to her base in Kenya.

• 2,500 English Pocket New Testaments
• 434 English Bibles in varying sizes
• 25 Koine Greek New Testaments
She subsequently wrote to us and said,

It is an absolute pleasure to read of how
cherished the Word of God is in other
parts of the world.

I was so happy to get so many
New Testaments. Everybody
loves them, policemen, mamas,
youngsters, youth. I have already
started to distribute, sending the
Pocket Reference Bibles and New
Testaments to Bible college students. Others went to the church
where a young man helped us unload Bibles and open boxes; he took
20 New Testaments, couple Bibles.
They’re all gone, even snatched
up eagerly. The Pocket Reference

One of the great blessings of 2019 was
when a Christian ministry overseas made
a large donation to us so that we could
grant thousands of Portuguese Scriptures
to people in Mozambique affected by
Cyclone Idai. Because of this donation,
we were able to send:

• 2,461 Portuguese Bibles
• 5,465 Portuguese New Testaments
8
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• 7,675 copies of the Portuguese Gospel
according to John

• 500 Portuguese Words of Life
calendars

Some of these Scriptures were distributed amongst those whose homes
had been severely damaged by the
cyclone. Some had never had a Bible
before, whilst others had lost their
Bibles in floods and so needed a new
one. Many of the New Testaments
were distributed amongst Muslims.
The donation and request were so
unexpected that they caused us to
run out of all of our Portuguese items
overnight, leaving us needing to order more urgently! But we considered
this to be a great blessing, as we do
not want the Scriptures to stay in our
warehouse; we long to send them out
to grantees who will receive them and
pass them on to those most in need of
the Word of God.

•
•
•
•

2,700 English Bibles in varying sizes

•
•
•
•
•

100 Koine Greek New Testaments

2,150 English articles
2,000 English Pocket New Testaments
100 English Giant Print New
Testaments
100 Hebrew/Greek Bibles
100 English Giant Print Booklets
20 English Bible Timelines
20 Protestant Reformation Timelines

This grantee is someone with whom we
have had contact for many years and
who has been to visit us at our office in
London on more than one occasion. It
is a great privilege to have this level of
contact with some of our grantees and to
work with them from year to year. We are
united in working towards one goal: to
make the Word of God known throughout the world.
Of course, we also sent out many smaller
grants to recipients on several continents,
generally where people are not able to
purchase Bibles easily. Typically these
grants include a
box of Bibles, a box
of New Testaments
and a box of
Scripture calendars. We also make
grants within the
United Kingdom,
usually to institutions: schools,
prisons, young
offenders’ institutions, immigration
removal centres,
care homes and

Another example of a large grant that
we were able to send was to one of our
contacts in Nigeria. We sent him the
following:

Ghanaian students
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hospitals. Every year we receive requests
from primary schools for Bibles for
presentation to Year 6 school leavers, and
2019 was no exception. As these children
leave behind their primary education, it
is our prayer that the Bibles they received
would not simply sit on their shelves but
be read and studied.
We grant many Bibles and Scripture
calendars every year to prisons, and it
is wonderful to hear from the chaplains
how much the prisoners appreciate these
grants. Last year the Society published a
special edition of the Scripture diary that
was less expensive to produce and therefore more suitable for granting. Several
thousand copies of this Scripture diary
were granted to UK prisoners, mainly
via our auxiliaries, and this evangelistic
item (product code for 2021 DY21/SC)
can now be purchased from the Society,
alongside our regular Scripture diary. It is
even more wonderful to be able to supply
the Scriptures in many different languages so that, in most cases, the prisoners
can read the Word of God in their own
languages.

Railway poster

to present the Word of God freely to
our neighbours. To this end we have for
many years operated a Railway Poster
Campaign whereby we coordinate the
public display of large Scripture posters
at UK railway stations. These brightly coloured posters feature a Scripture text in
a large, legible font, and are easily visible
to travellers on rail platforms and station
concourses. In 2019, 183 individual poster
bookings were made, funded by 51 sponsors. These sponsors comprised churches,
assemblies and individuals.

Once again we would like to thank
our many supporters who have not
only given financially to our work, but
more than that who have also prayed
for us over the past year. Without you
this work would not be possible. We
also give thanks to Almighty God for
upholding us through another year.

The campaign ran very smoothly in 2019,
for which we thank the Lord. However, so
far in 2020 there have been two interruptions, one of which we would especially
covet your prayers for. The first, perhaps
unsurprisingly, relates to Covid-19. In
some cases, it has not been possible to

UK Railway Posters
As a Christian Society with a core
emphasis on the Holy Scriptures, we
believe that it is a great public beneﬁt
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get posters displayed as per our bookings because the advertising companies
involved could not fulfil their obligations
due to staffing shortages. This should be
a relatively short-term problem and we
would hope to reschedule most of the
bookings for later in the year.

four new or expanded auxiliaries in the
regions of Essex, Suffolk and Norfolk;
Greater London; South Scotland; and
South-West England. Further information about all UK auxiliaries can be found
in a recently expanded area of our website: www.tbsbibles.org/page/auxiliaries.

However the second interruption is
more serious. The advertising company
that owns most of the advertising space
at UK rail stations recently recategorised our Scripture posters as Religious
Advertising, which means that a number
of the UK’s Train Operating Companies
will no longer permit the posters to be
displayed. We have taken legal advice and
challenged this ruling with the advertising company itself and are now in the
process of challenging it with each of
the Train Operating Companies directly.
Please pray that the Lord would overrule
in each and every case so that we can
continue to display the Word of God to
rail travellers as we have done since 1975.

Communication
We continue to share reports of
Scripture distribution with our supporters via our Quarterly Record magazine,
our website, on social media, and in
deputation meetings, so as to promote
greater engagement and connection
with the work of the Society. In 2019,
two short videos on key aspects of the
Society’s work, Promoting the Word of
God and Distributing the Word of God,
were published and shared with our supporters, primarily online, to help them
understand more about the Society’s
important work.

In faith we are issuing the sponsorship
form for next year’s campaign with this
edition of the Quarterly Record (UK readers only).

Auxiliaries
As well as having an international focus
to our work, the Society also encourages the circulation of the Scriptures and
promotion of the Society’s principles
at a local level. The Society’s regional
Auxiliaries, active in the UK, USA and
Canada, contribute significantly to this
more locally oriented work. The UK
Auxiliary Development Project which
commenced in 2018 continued throughout 2019, bearing fruit in the form of

One of the Society’s short videos

The appointment of a new Deputation
Speaker also enabled us to significantly
increase our representation at conferences and exhibitions, where there are
valuable opportunities to explain our
work in face to face settings. These
conferences and exhibitions were held
in the following locations, listed in
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order of when they took place: Leerdam
(Netherlands), London (four events over
the year), Staffordshire, Edinburgh, Lewis,
Cardiff, Larbert, Salisbury, Newcastleupon-Tyne, West Bromwich, Atlanta
(USA), and Nogent-sur-Marne (France).

one for all that they do for the Lord.
Please remember our staﬀ and volunteers
in your prayers.

Conclusion
As I wrote at the beginning, at best we
are unprofitable servants: we have done
that which was our duty to do. In every
instance of Scripture publishing and
distribution mentioned above, and in all
those which were not included in this
report, we desire that the Lord would
be gloriﬁed, and that as far as it pleases
almighty God to do so men, women,
boys and girls would become wise unto
salvation through faith which is in
Christ Jesus.

Staffing
As always I would like to thank each
member of the Operations Department
in London for their labours during
2019, without whom the work outlined
above could not have been completed: Mark Beardall, Louise Brett,
Gary Hayes, Neil Lusk, Peter Stephenson,
Michael Wade and Hannah Woodhams.
Also we thank our Sales Representative
to the retail trade, John Tennant. In addition to our staﬀ, many volunteers give of
their time to support the Society’s work,
whether in our warehouses and packing
rooms, on boards and committees, or
from home on tasks such as the preparation of children’s material and supporting
auxiliaries. There are too many of these
dear friends to name, but we thank each

Endnote
Although certain phrases and expressions used
in the letters in this article may not be doctrinally
correct or in correct English, we reproduce the letters essentially as received, knowing that the Lord
is using His Word to the glory of His Name and
the furtherance of His Kingdom as the Scriptures
are distributed among the nations of the world.

2019 Distribution Publication Share
Bibles
13%

Articles 0.6%
Other Scripture Items 0.1%

New Testaments
57%

Childrens Items 0.3 %
Text Cards 1%
Words of Life Calendars 4%
Golden Thoughts Calendars 4%

Portions
20%
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Branch
Greetings
TBS (Australia)

On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff of the
Australian Branch of the Trinitarian Bible Society, we
send greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. We
reflect upon the past year with great thankfulness to the
Lord for His goodness to the Society in Australia. ‘Praise
ye the LORD. O give thanks unto the LORD; for he is
good: for his mercy endureth for ever’ (Psalm 106.1).

The Board of Directors of Trinitarian Bible Society (Australia) has seen some changes
in 2019. Mr Paul Rowland retired from his position as General Secretary of the
Trinitarian Bible Society and as an active Member of the TBS (Australia) Board in
October. Mr Rowland was a founding committee member of our Australia branch and
has faithfully served as a Director on the Board from its inception in 1996. We wish him
and his wife the Lord’s rich blessing in their retirement. Thankfully the Lord has provided one of our brethren in the London office as a replacement; Mr Jonathan Arnold,
the Editorial Director of TBS based in London, has been appointed to the Board. We
are already happy to have his valuable insights given to us here in Australia.
The Rev. David Silversides passed to his eternal rest on 12 December 2019. The
Rev. Silversides had been a member of the Trinitarian Bible Society (Australia) Board
of Directors since 2003. He was a minister of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of
Northern Ireland. He visited Australia on a Deputation Speaking tour in 2016, visiting
capital cities and regional areas. His visit was very much appreciated by those who
heard him and his warmth and kindness will be long remembered in many parts of
this land. ‘Help, LORD; for the godly man ceaseth; for the faithful fail from among the
children of men’ (Psalm 12.1). As a Board we feel the loss of these men; their fellowship
and wise counsel will be sorely missed.
Our Grafton office continued as in previous years to be open to the public from 9.00 am
to 1.00 pm, Monday to Friday, for sales and enquiries. In the Lord’s goodness, sales during 2019 increased by 58% on the previous year, which was most encouraging. Over 500
Bibles were provided as grants, some to prisons, others to church groups who do outreach
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and street preaching and others to Religious Education teachers. A grant of 300 of the
Society’s new format Diary was also provided to a prison chaplain in Queensland. One
of our grantees travels around the country distributing Bibles and other Scripture items
at agricultural shows. ‘It is with much gratitude that we write to thank you once again for
your generosity in granting us a good supply of Bibles and 2020 Calendars for use in the
spread of the Gospel in Australia … in our little corner of the great harvest field’.
Editorial work for the Society has continued to be carried out in Australia during
2019 and into 2020 by the Senior Editorial Consultant (Linguistics), who works from
Australia. Numerous answers have been returned to translation questions sent from
the various Scripture translation projects of the Society. These answers were recorded
for future use in the Society’s tbs-wiki website.
In the past year four Scriptures were formally approved for publication by the Society
after the customary translation checks were satisfactorily carried out. These are the
Chichewa New Testament, the Dan/Gio New Testament, the revised Nepali Bible and
the Amharic New Testament & Psalms. There was also an important review article on
the ESV, Does the English Standard Version Stand in the Classic Mainstream of English
Bible Translations?, completed and published in the past year.
We would again thank the many members and friends of the Society for their ongoing prayerful and practical support of our work and witness in this country. We are
encouraged to continue our work in this day of small things in view of the promise ‘so
shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it shall not return unto me void,
but it shall accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I
sent it’ (Isaiah 55.11). Above all, however, we must acknowledge the Lord’s great goodness in all our endeavours on behalf of the Trinitarian Bible Society, for only God can
give the increase; and we must again confess that without Him we can do nothing.
Alan Brown
National Secretary, Trinitarian Bible Society (Australia)

TBS (Brazil)

By God’s amazing grace, the total number of complete
Portuguese Bibles distributed through our own warehouse and through our special partnerships in 2019 was
1,175,550 Bibles. That means we distributed a complete
Bible every 27 seconds last year. To God be the glory!

We were pleasantly surprised by the circulation figures we received from one of our
key Bible app partners in Brazil. Currently, there are 3.1 million people reading the
Almeida Corrigida Fiel (ACF) Bible on this app. And in 2019, 7.9 million people used
our Bible at least one time. Once again, to God be the glory!
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These figures fill our hearts with joy, but it all
boils down to one person at a time receiving
the Scriptures. I would like to share with you
a testimony of a taxi driver to whom I gave a
Bible to last year.
‘I want a Bible like that’, said Rogério, as I
stepped into his taxi in northeast Brazil with
a beautiful blue cover Bible we publish. I
was participating in a convention there. I
immediately gave him the Bible. ‘Let me tell
you my story’, Rogério said, and he told me
how he had lost everything to sin—even the
car he was driving was a rental. As had the
Portuguese Bible
prodigal son he had squandered an inheritance. When we arrived at the hotel, I used the very Bible I had just given Rogério to
show him Jesus. He made the most sincere sinner’s prayer I ever heard. He is back to
living with his wife and is looking for a good church. This is why we do what we do!
To God be the glory!
Harold R. Gilmer
Executive Secretary, Trinitarian Bible Society (Brazil)

TBS (Canada)

At the time of writing Covid-19 is afflicting both the
individuals and the nations of the world. Reports
on the progress of the virus dominate nearly every
conversation, every media report, every church service and every government decision. The virus also
forced the cancellation of Pastor Pooyan Mehrshahi’s
April speaking tour to Canada.

How did we, the members of the TBS support family, respond to this affliction?
Carefully read the words in Micah 6.9: ‘hear ye the rod, and who hath appointed it’.
Did we recognize Covid-19 as a chastising rod upon us as individuals and nations?
Don’t our nations deserve to be chastised? Just think about the irreverent use of
the Lord’s Name, the abuse of His day, and the despising of His Word. Just think
of the killing of the unborn in clinics funded by our tax dollars, the vilification of
those who speak up against abortion and euthanasia, and the propaganda promoting a whole alphabet of unbiblical sexual practices. Just think of substance abuse,
rampant immorality, and the pre-occupation with luxury and pleasure. The list is
long enough.
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Of course the rod didn’t come only because of national sins. It also came because of
personal and family sins. Let’s search our homes and hearts, churches and schools. Is
it any wonder that the Lord is using His rod? Are we listening? Surely Job’s advice applies to our situation today: ‘Behold, I am vile; what shall I answer thee? I will lay mine
hand upon my mouth’ (Job 40.4).
A rod sent to chastise us will not become a shepherd’s staff to guide and protect us unless we hear His voice and deeply humble ourselves before Him. Is that happening in
family devotions and private prayers in our closets? Is that happening in the boardrooms of commerce and the councils of state?
In the year before Covid, during 2019 Canadian Bible sales and donations increased
significantly. The dedicated diligence of our volunteers and office staff helped keep
overhead costs low. The generosity of our supporters enabled us to forward a significant amount of money towards various translation projects that are directed from
headquarters in London. Sadly, some supporting individuals and churches have
moved away from the Authorized (King James) Version of God’s Word. We trust that
the Lord will enable TBS (Canada) to continue its work of promoting and distributing
sound versions of the Holy Scriptures.
We wish all in the TBS community the Lord’s blessing and pray that He will bless His
Word among all nations.
Adrian Stoutjesdyk
General Secretary, Trinitarian Bible Society (Canada)

TBS
(New Zealand)

As I write this the world is still in turmoil. Many are in
fear either of contracting the contagious disease or of
their economic future. Few grieve that almost over the
entire world public worship has halted. Clearly the Lord
is in these things. For me personally I feel we live in
days as of Jeremiah: ‘The Lord hath cast off his altar, he
hath abhorred his sanctuary’ (Lamentations 2.7). What
a time to have the tears of Jeremiah.

We have not been able to have our AGM this year yet. We would normally have it
earlier in the year but have postponed it to at least October.
In God’s providence I was able to visit the TBS in London last year before all this happened.
It was very encouraging to see how professional the staff is over there and what is accomplished in London. We were also able to make some progress on the electronic edition
of the Paipera Tapu (the Maori Bible) with a clear path forward on how to produce such
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a version. So that was a very useful visit. Unfortunately the progress since then has been
slow, but it is finally getting ready. The Lord willing we should be able to release it this year.
The branch in New Zealand is small, with only one staff member who is employed for
three hours a week. In November last year she went on pregnancy leave, but we were
blessed to find someone willing to fill in for her until she returns. Hopefully that will
be at the end of this year.
May the Lord have mercy upon His cause and not forget it. Not until the world is
turned unto Him may we expect to see a huge demand for the products and translations that the TBS so diligently works on.
Berend de Boer
Chairman, Trinitarian Bible Society (New Zealand)

TBS (USA)

On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff of TBS
(USA), we extend our hearty greetings in the name
of our Lord Jesus Christ to the General Committee,
staff, and all the members and friends of Trinitarian
Bible Society. We especially remember those who will
be a part of the Society’s Annual General Meeting on
September 19, the Lord willing. May you experience
the Lord’s blessing and presence, and may all be done to the honor and glory of His
thrice-holy Name.
In this year that none of us will forget many things have changed at TBS (USA) as they
have all over the world. We experience the hand of the Lord in His righteous judgements, and we pray that this loud calling may lead us to repentance as individuals and
nations all over the world.
Despite the national lockdown, or perhaps
because of it, we have seen steady and at times
increased Bible sales, donations, and overall
interest in the work of the Society in the first
half of this year. What a wonder it would be if
the Lord might use these serious judgments to
the salvation of many!
We are thankful to report that we continue to
make good progress on the Spanish Bible revision project; and while many plans have had
to be modified regarding how we present our
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work in the Spanish-speaking world, we have still been able to carry out the Spanish
Bible revision via our frequent Skype meetings.
In this time of many great and unexpected changes, the Lord’s precious and faithful
Word remains the same, and with the Holy Spirit’s power will continue to be used to
the salvation of the lost, the building up of God’s church, and the glory of God. We
pray that this may be seen and witnessed this year!
We remain in ourselves nothing more than unprofitable servants, but it continues to
be a wonder that we can be involved in the distribution and promotion of the Holy
Word of God. We wish to again extend our most sincere thanks to our colleagues in
England with whom we work in brotherly unity, and from whom we receive so much
assistance.
We pray that the Lord may prosper the labors of each and every one involved in any
way with the work of Trinitarian Bible Society. It is an honor and a privilege to be a
part of such a great work in the Lord’s Kingdom. ‘For of him, and through him, and to
him, are all things: to whom be glory for ever. Amen’ (Romans 11.36).
William Greendyk
General Secretary, Trinitarian Bible Society (USA)
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Local
Meetings
of the Trinitarian Bible Society to be
held, God willing, during the months of

Deputation Speakers:
Mr. G. Chewter
The Rev. C. Dennison
Scotland:
Mr. M. Vogan
South-West:
Pastor R. A. Clarke
Dr. I. Sadler
Wales:
The Rev. D. P. Morris

January to June 2020
January
19th Wessex Auxiliary Annual General Meeting
Calne, Wiltshire: The Lansdowne Hall, Petty Lane, Derry Hill SN11 9QY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.30pm
21st Ballynahinch, Co. Down: Ballynahinch F. P. C., 3 Dromore Street BT24 8AY . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00pm
22nd South Ockendon, Essex: Belhus Park Chapel, Deveron Gardens RM15 5ET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00pm
22nd Llwynypia, Rhondda Cynon Tâf: Rhondda Evang. Church, Salem Chapel, Salem Terrace CF40 2JL 7.15pm
22nd Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex: St. Paul’s Evang. Free Church, 67 Wickham Avenue TN39 3ES . . 7.15pm
22nd Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh: Enniskillen Baptist Church, 94 Cornagrade Road BT74 6DX . . . 8.00pm
23rd Craigavon, Co. Armagh: Lurgan Bapt. Church, Johnston’s Row, High St, Lurgan BT66 8AN . . 7.30pm
25th South West Auxiliary Inaugural Meeting
Plymouth, Devon: Beacon Park Baptist Church, 11 Peverell Park Road PL3 4LR . . . . . . . . . . 3.00pm
26th Omagh, Co. Tyrone: Beragh Evang. Church, 13–15 Moylagh Rd, Beragh, Sixmilecross BT79 0TQ 7.00pm
28th Blunham, Beds: John Donne Primary School, High St MK44 3NL (closed to public). . . . . . . . 9.10am
28th Turnditch, Derbyshire: Greenbank Chapel, Ashbourne Road DE56 2LX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30pm
28th Reading, Berks: Whitley Wood Ref. Baptist Church,
Community Centre, 33 Copenhagen Close, Whitley Wood RG2 8UH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.45pm
29th Machen, Gwent: Machen Christian Fellowship, 7 Danygraig CF83 8RF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.30pm
29th Sidcup, Kent: Days Lane Baptist Church, Days Lane, Blackfen DA15 8JX. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30pm
29th Roath, Cardiff: Tabernacle Cardiff, Pen-y-Waun Road CF24 4GG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30pm
29th Matlock, Derbyshire: Stanton Lees Chapel, Stanton Lees DE4 2LQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30pm
30th Crich, Derbyshire: Crich Baptist Church, Market Place DE4 5DD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.45pm
31st London: Westminster Baptist Church, 100 Horseferry Road SW1P 2EE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30pm

D.Morris
C.Dennison
G.Chewter
D.Morris
G.Chewter
C.Dennison
C.Dennison
J.P.Thackway
C.Dennison
G.Chewter
C.Dennison
G.Chewter
D.Morris
G.Chewter
D.Morris
C.Dennison
C.Dennison
G.Chewter

Please note that the UK meetings leaflet is currently not
being published owing to the uncertainty caused by
Covid-19. Visit our meetings page on the website:
www.tbsbibles.org/page/branch#events/event_list.asp
for up-to-date information.

February
1st

Essex, Suffolk and Norfolk Auxiliary Inaugural Meeting
Frinton on Sea, Essex: Frinton on Sea Com. A’tion, Soken Ho., The Triangle CO13 0RU . . . . . 3.00pm E.Malcolm

Please note that meeting arrangements may be subject to change.
We would recommend that you contact the church concerned to confirm details of time and location.
An up-to-date list of meetings is available on our website at www.tbsbibles.org/uk/meetings.

THE WORD OF GOD AMONG ALL NATIONS
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Distribution totals for the year ended 31 December 2019
Sales

Grants

Total
2019
2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

1,271,001

281,259

59,227

72,199

1,330,228

353,458

5,687,765

14,290,318

20,403

41,570

5,708,168

14,331,888

409,782

422,912

1,582,968

751,399

1,992,750

1,174,311

39,884

101,005

401,778

639,510

441,662

740,515

278,794

305,413

146,967

150,808

425,761

456,221

Text Cards

93,108

85,335

4,352

235

97,460

85,570

Children’s Items

29,029

31,016

324

65

29,353

31,081

Other Scripture
Items

8,487

2,483

5,476

17

13,963

2,500

Articles

52,432

18,561

7,142

9,125

59,574

27,686

TOTAL

7,870,282

15,538,302

2,228,637

1,664,928

10,098,919

17,203,230

Bibles1
New Testaments2
Portions

3

Golden Thoughts
Calendars
Words of Life
Calendars

Notes:	
(1) Includes 1,105,566 Portuguese Bibles (2018: 66,134) produced with other publishers under Royalty Agreement.
(2) Includes 5,610,880 Portuguese New Testaments (2018: 14,205,280) in association with other organisations.
(3) Includes 1,351,300 Portions (2018: 730,000) in association with other organisations.

The Living & Enduring

Word of God
‘being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible,
by the word of God, which liveth and abideth for ever’ (1 Peter 1.23)

By Mr G. D. Buss, Chairman of the
General Committee

I

t is very remarkable how in
this chapter the Apostle Peter,
moved by the Holy Ghost,
dwells much on things which are
incorruptible. Beginning with an
‘incorruptible inheritance’ (v. 4),
he moves to a faith that is incorruptible, then to an incorruptible
price of redemption, and then
finally to the incorruptible seed
of the Word of God. How true
are the words of Solomon: ‘whatsoever God doeth, it shall be for
ever’ (Ecclesiastes 3.14).
In the experience of the believer
it is the new birth—being born
again—which gives them the
access to the incorruptible things

Peter rejoices in. This is what
the Lord Jesus Christ said to
Nicodemus in John 3.7: ‘Marvel
not that I said unto thee, Ye must
be born again’. Nicodemus could
not enter the kingdom of God
and have the incorruptible blessings contained therein unless he
had passed through the ‘wicket
gate’ of the new birth. Was it not
said of George Whitefield that he
preached from that subject more
than any other? One man who
followed him about from service
to service asked him why he was
always dwelling on that subject.
His answer was, ‘Man, because ye
must be born again!’
Peter tells us in this context what
means the Holy Ghost uses to
quicken a sinner into divine life:
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the incorruptible seed of the Word
of God. As one man said: ‘The
word without the Spirit is dead,
and the Spirit without the word
is dumb’.1 That is why we should
give earnest heed to the words of
Paul elsewhere as he reminds the
Corinthians of the responsibility
of ‘not handling the word of God
deceitfully’ (2 Corinthians 4.2).
It is why he exhorted Timothy
to ‘preach the word’ (2 Timothy
4.2). The Word of God stands on
its own sacred foundation and
is profitable in every way for the
conversion of sinners and the edification of God’s children that they
may grow in the faith.

the express and perfect mind
and will of God the Father. He
is ‘the way, the truth, and the
life’ (John 14.6). This is the Word
which ‘shall not return unto me
void, but it shall accomplish that
… whereto I sent it’ (Isaiah 55.11).

Secondly, to accomplish this Word
effectually in the hearts of sinners, the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of
Christ, is sent to plant the incorruptible seed of the Word on the
day of the new birth. It is very
instructive to notice why the Lord
Jesus did not at first reveal His
Person to the two on the road to
Emmaus. Instead He taught them
through the Word of God in the
But the two qualities Peter esOld Testament. As one good man
pecially mentions are the living
once said, now that the Lord Jesus
nature of the Word of God and its
Christ had finished His work of
enduring quality: ‘the word of God, redemption the dispensation of
which liveth and abideth for ever’.
the Holy Spirit through the Word
of God was to be the primary
The living nature of the Word owes means of conversion and edificaits vitality firstly to Him who is the tion of the church of Christ. It is
Word, as we are told in John 1.1–4: this Spirit of Truth who brings the
incorruptible seed of the Word in
‘In the beginning was the Word,
the day of conversion.
and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God. The same was
What are the features of this work?
in the beginning with God … In
him was life; and the life was the
It brings life where there was
light of men.’
death and light where there
was darkness. ‘The entrance of
The whole purpose of the written Word of God is to reveal the
thy words giveth light; it giveth
mind of God concerning his dear
understanding unto the simple’ (Psalm 119.130). The words
Son Christ Jesus. As our words
are an expression of our thoughts, of creation are fulfilled, as it
were, in the sinner’s heart: it was
so the Lord Jesus Christ, who is
‘without form, and void; and
the express image of the Father
darkness was upon the face of the
(cf. Hebrews 1.3), conveys to men
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The wonderful nature of this work
is that it cannot be defiled by the
old nature which remains in the
saved sinner while he is yet on this
earth. That which is born of God
cannot sin, but sadly and solemnly
that which is of the flesh is sin and
thus cannot please God.

On the one hand it endures all the
opposition of the old nature, the
world and the devil, as well as all
the storms of life which beset the
believer on his way home to glory.
‘The righteous also shall hold on
his way’ (Job 17.9) because of ‘the
anointing’—another name for the
new birth.

Also, the method of conversion remains the same in all generations.
It is the unchanging, unchangeable
Word of God which is used by
the Holy Spirit. We need no new
revelation or any adaptation of
what is contained in the ancient
manuscripts (as faithfully recorded
It is also the eternal life which the
Good Shepherd gives to His sheep. in the Hebrew Masoretic Text and
the Greek Textus Receptus). It is
They shall never perish; the incorruptible nature of the new birth
our privilege and duty, as the Lord
keeps them. Already the seeds of
may enable us, to seek to spread
the everlasting life to be enjoyed in this incorruptible seed in our generation, being fully confident that
the incorruptible inheritance are
possessed by the new-born child of it is both suitable and sufficient
God. Just as the acorn is the seed of for the present age and is still in
God’s hand the sword of the Spirit
the mighty oak, so the new nature
whereby the people fall under our
is the seed of that eternal life to be
gracious King and God.
enjoyed in its fulness within the
veil. There is sufficient in this life
of God in the heart to teach the
believer all he needs to know to get Endnote
him safely home to heaven.
1. Hugh Martin quoted in James Clark,
The enduring nature of this incorruptible seed has two blessed
inferences.

‘The Knowledge of God and of oneself ’ (www.bible-sermons.org.uk/
text-sermon/705-the-knowledge-of-godand-of-oneself)
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deep’ (Genesis 1.2). But God said,
‘Let there be light: and there was
light’ (1.3). The invincible and irresistible work of grace overcomes
the darkness of the unbelieving
and fallen nature by creating a new
heart and spirit.
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Editorial
Report
by Jonathan Arnold,
Editorial Director

of the word of God and some skill to
use this weapon’.1 The need for faithful
translations across the world is still great
and we earnestly seek your prayers for all
that we engage in, as we can only proceed
in the Lord’s strength.

Introduction

T

BS has the great and distinct
privilege of translating and distributing the words of eternal life,
the Scriptures. Romans 15.4 tells us ‘For
whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning, that
we through patience and comfort of the
scriptures might have hope’.

In 2019 the Society published a number
of new printed editions of the Scriptures,
including the Thadou Bible, Persian
New Testament, Hebrew Romans and
Galatians, as well as digital editions
including the Nepali Bible, Romanian
Bible, Spanish New Testament, Psalms
and Proverbs, and the Gospel according
to John in Romanian and in Chinese.
These publications represented a significant step forward for the Persian and
Thadou projects in which the Society has
laboured for many years.

The Bible is critical to the Christian. The
Scriptures are for our learning, for the
Gospel, for truth. They are necessary
that the believer might have patience and
comfort, that we might have certain hope.
In eternity and through the adversity of
this life the Christian has a hope through
our union with Christ and the indelible
marks of the grace of God in our lives. It
is through the Scriptures of comfort and
patience that we learn of these things. It
is this Word which TBS labour to translate faithfully and to distribute across the
world, that God’s people might have that
enduring hope. William Gurnall once
wrote ‘A pilot without his chart, a scholar
without his book, and a soldier without
his sword, are alike ridiculous. But, above
all these, it is absurd for one to think of
being a Christian, without knowledge

During the year the Society continued
to invest a significant proportion of its
resources in the preparation of new or
revised translations of the Scriptures,
with major ongoing expenditure on Bible
projects in Amharic, French and Hebrew,
in addition to further publications in
Chinese and Spanish. The pipeline of
Scripture projects continues to be strong.
God willing, it is planned that within
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work. These relatively new digital
endeavours sit alongside our longrunning Quarterly Record magazine
in providing information about our
work. The department also continues
to produce calendars: Words of Life
Calendars in twenty-one different languages and Golden Thoughts Calendars
in ten languages were published in 2019
in hundreds of thousands of copies.

the next two years (2020–2021) complete
Bibles will be published in Simte and
Shona; New Testaments in Amharic,
Chichewa, Chinese, Dan/Gio, Kom,
Russian (new setting) and Turkish; and
Gospels and supporting articles in several
other languages (see page 26). However,
the number of Bible translation projects
still poses considerable technical and
management challenges.

The Society was able to maintain its
firmly-held constitutional commitment
to the English Authorised (King James)
Version in 2019 by making it available
digitally with our other online Scriptures
and numerous print editions. We also
published new booklets for children for
use at home and in schools and churches.

The Society continues to implement
a new editorial system to integrate
the translation and publication stages
of our work and produce digitised
output with greater efficiency. This
new system is already being implemented for all new and several
historic translation projects, which are
now accessible online to assist translators and enable them to review their
work. We also continue to roll out this
process for long-standing translation
projects as they come to completion.
This will enable us to improve the
timings for the final stages of Bible
translation and revision projects and
improve digital checks on the work.
We continue to develop our Scriptures
available online through our website
as well as epublications, and the new
editorial system is set to augment our
ability to publish electronic Scriptures
in the following years.

We continue to develop our visibility on social media platforms, where
appropriate, in order to better communicate our work to our regular
supporters and beyond. During 2019
we further developed Supporter News
emails along with Product News emails
which provided our supporters with
news and updates on the Society’s

The Editorial Department has a rolling five-year plan for forthcoming
publications. This is presently populated by forty-three new anticipated
foreign-language Scripture publications in thirty-four different languages.
Considerable resources are being
expended in order to ensure that Bible
translation and revision teams are

Persian
New Testament
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working according to our principles.
Each Scripture item is scrutinised
intensively before it is approved for
publication, and the Society’s Senior
Editorial Consultant (Linguistics) is
employed primarily to assess Scriptures
submitted for publication or evaluation.

and providing access to the references
from the Westminster Reference Bible.
I would express my thanks to each member of the Editorial team, each translator
and each volunteer for their diligent
labour this past year. Earlier this year
we were able to add to the department
David Astudillo working from the USA
office who is using his skills to produce
videos of the Society’s work to help
our supporters further understand our
endeavours.

Using standard analytic tools the Society
makes a detailed evaluation of each receptor language Scripture text to ensure
conformance to the Greek Received Text
of the New Testament and the Hebrew
Masoretic Text of the Old Testament.
Any non-conformances found must
be rectified before the Editorial
Department can make a recommendation to our General Committee to
publish the item. These rigorous systems
help ensure that we fulfil our aim ‘to
promote Bible translations which are
accurate and trustworthy, conforming
to the Hebrew Masoretic Text of the
Old Testament, and the Greek Textus
Receptus of the New Testament’.

As mentioned earlier, in the past twelve
months, we have been able to publish the
Persian/Farsi New Testament, the result
of many years of labour. The printing in
2019 of the Persian New Testament was
marked by a launch service in November,
during which copies were distributed to
all Persian speakers in attendance, furthering our aim ‘to publish and distribute
the Holy Scriptures throughout the
world in many languages’. Please pray for
distribution among the diaspora and to
people in Iran.

Editorial Department update
It is a matter of thankfulness to the
Lord that we continue to have skilled
staff with a burden for the work. This
past year we have been proofreading and typesetting Scriptures both
for current publication and for future
years. We seek here to convey to you
the tremendous progress on a number
of translation projects (as set out in
Philip Hopkins’s report on page 26). It
is our aim to publish full Scriptures as
well as producing tracts, calendars and
children’s materials. The Society also has
increased the Bible translations we have
available online in different languages
(including the Greek New Testament)

In the Lord’s
goodness
printing of the
Chichewa New
Testament has
now been completed after a
significant delay
caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic and this
New Testament
is being distributed in Malawi,
Zambia and
Mozambique.
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John chapter 1 from the
Chichewa New Testament
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God willing, we hope to publish a number of items within the next twenty-four
months in regular print or online—more
information is given later in this Annual
Report. These represent a significant
amount of work both of the translators and in house staff. We request your
prayers: we strive to remember that in all
our work we must be reliant on the Lord.

We also completed the Thadou Bible; these
Scriptures are on their way to India, please
pray that they would soon safely arrival at
their end destination in north-east India.
In addition to printed Scriptures, the
publication of electronic Scriptures in
2019 (and those envisioned for the coming years) is an important distribution
avenue that will greatly enhance our
ability to fulfil our primary aim: ‘For
the Glory of God and the increase of
His Kingdom through the circulation of
Protestant or uncorrupted versions of the
Word of God’.

Endnote
1. Christian in Complete Armour (London,
England: Thomas Tegg, 1845), p. 558.

Report on Non-English language Bible projects
Philip J. D. Hopkins, Senior Editorial Consultant - Projects

T

his report provides comprehensive
information on all of the Trinitarian
Bible Society’s non-English language
Scripture projects in which we are currently involved or in which we have
carried out research recently. This report
chiefly covers the editorial part of these
projects, but additionally includes some
of the production, financial and planning
aspects which also involve personnel
outside of the editorial department. All
references to the future, including proposed dates for publication, are subject to
the Lord’s will.

• Koiné Greek New Testament (digital

A. In the past twelve months the following have been published.

Amharic New Testament & Psalms

edition of Scrivener text)

• Persian New Testament
B. God willing, the following items
are due to be published within the next
twenty-four months in regular print
unless otherwise stated. (Further details
about all of these projects are supplied
on the following pages.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Nepali Bible (digital edition)
• Thadou Bible
• Chichewa New Testament
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• Thadou New Testament (large print

(Brazil, Mozambique, Angola and
Portugal), Romanian, Russian, Shona
(Zimbabwe), Simte (Manipur, India),
Slovak, Spanish, Tedim Zokam (Burma),
Thadou (Manipur, India), Turkish,
Vaiphei (Manipur, India), Welsh, and
Zou (Manipur, India).

edition)

• Turkish New Testament
• Biblical Hebrew Old Testament
(digital edition)

• Chinese Gospels, Romans and
Hebrews (digital edition)

• Bemba Gospel according to John
• French Gospel according to John
• Traditional Mongolian Gospel

D. The following are languages in which
we are carrying out research or giving
consultancy advice, and/or exploring the
possibility of doing some (further) work.

a ccording to John (a transcription
of the text already published in the
Cyrillic script)

Abkhaz (Abkhazia), Gangte (Manipur,
India), Haitian Creole (Haiti), Korean,
and Xhosa (South Africa).

• Pokot Gospel according to John

E. The following are languages in which
we have stalled projects, yet some prospect of further progress.

C. The following are languages where
we have a definite project in which
some progress has been made over the
last twelve months in terms of preparation or publication (both digital and in
print) of Holy Scriptures.

Afrikaans (South Africa), Hungarian,
Kikamba (Kenya), Tagalog (Philippines),
Vietnamese, and Waray-Waray
(Philippines).

Amharic (Ethiopia), Bemba (Zambia),
Bulgarian, Catalan (Spain, Andorra
F. The following are languages in which
and France), Chichewa (Malawi and
initial work or research
Zambia), Chinese,
has come to a premaChothe (Manipur,
ture end (at least for the
India), Czech, Dan/
present). For these proGio (Liberia), French,
jects we await the Lord’s
Greek (Modern),
provision of suitablyHebrew (Modern and
qualified personnel.
Biblical), Hindi (India),
Kalenjin (Kenya),
Dakota (Native North
Kom (Manipur,
American), Irish Gaelic,
India), Maltese,
Japanese, Kannada
Mongolian (Cyrillic
(India), Kisanga (Dem.
and Traditional), Nepali
Rep. Congo), Lhaovo
(Nepal and India),
(Burma/China), Lisu
original (Biblical)
(Burma/China), Polish,
languages, Persian/
Swahili (Eastern Africa),
Tamil (India/Sri Lanka)
Farsi (Iran), Pokot
and Urdu (Pakistan).
(Kenya), Portuguese
Pokot Gospel according to John
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Copperbelt regions of Zambia by the
Bemba people and as a lingua franca by
around a further eighteen related ethnic
groups. In 2017 the Society and the Free
Grace Evangelistic Association (FGEA)
began working together to prepare a
faithful new edition of the Bemba New
Testament. The native translators are
primarily referring to a Received Text
interlinear New Testament and the
Authorised (King James) Version and
secondarily to older editions of the
Bemba Bible. In God’s often mysterious
providence the work has encountered
various delays, including the main translator suffering from bouts of malaria.
Notwithstanding these hindrances, the
Gospel according to John is now undergoing final review and the translation of
Matthew is well underway.

The following section provides more detail on all the foreign languages in which
we are currently working plus some languages in which we have either worked in
the past or carried out research in recent
years. The languages are listed alphabetically under the following geographic
regions: Africa, Europe, the Middle East
and the Caucasus, Indian subcontinent,
rest of Asia, and the Americas.

Africa
Afrikaans (South Africa)
In the Lord’s providence we have not
been able to progress any work in
this language. Our sister society, the
Gereformeerde Bijbelstichting (GBS),
has a keen interest in this language and
we hope that they may be enabled to
continue their work in it.

Chichewa (Malawi and Zambia)
The Society has been working together
with FGEA for some years to produce
a new edition of the Chichewa New
Testament with primary reference to the
Authorised (King James) Version. It is
good to report that after further extensive
proofreading and checking, the Chichewa
New Testament is currently being printed
in Malawi and it is hoped that 5,000 copies will be published later in the summer
if the Lord will. Sadly, because of the prevailing coronavirus pandemic, we had to
cancel the Launch Thanksgiving service
which was due to have taken place in the
capital, Lilongwe. We are thankful that
the Chichewa translation team continue to make good progress in the Old
Testament: so far Psalms and Proverbs
have been completed and the five books
of the Pentateuch plus Joshua and Judges
have been prepared in draft form. At
the time of writing, Leviticus, Numbers

Amharic (Ethiopia)
Earlier this year our General Committee
gave their approval for the publication
of the Amharic New Testament and
Psalms. Our translator is currently making
his final checks on the New Testament
and Psalms after which the text will be
proofread by another native Amharic
speaker. Then the text will be passed to the
Society for typesetting and printing. We
are thankful for the financial support from
TBS (Canada) for this project, and for the
funds raised by firstBible International for
printing the New Testament and Psalms. It
is anticipated that the printing will have to
take place in Ethiopia due to the very high
costs of importing goods into the country.
Bemba (Zambia)
Bemba is a major Bantu language spoken
primarily in the north-eastern and
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and Deuteronomy are being reviewed
in detail; Genesis and Exodus having
already been reviewed. The current situation with the coronavirus pandemic is
being viewed by the Chichewa team as an
opportunity to spend more time on the
project. We hope that this interim project
based on the Authorised Version will
eventually lead to a new translation of the
Chichewa Bible directly from the Hebrew
Masoretic and Greek Received Texts.

well, but for this funding would need to
be in place as it would be necessary to
support the basic living expenses of the
translation team in Liberia.
Kalenjin (Kenya)
Our main Kalenjin contact wrote recently
to explain that there are two committees
working on the translation, located in
two Kenyan towns. He mentions that the
restrictions imposed in Kenya because of
the Coronavirus pandemic have enabled them to devote more time to the
translation work. They are shortly due to
complete the Acts of the Apostles, having
already translated the Gospels. He added
that he was also doing some groundwork
for the Old Testament translation. We
are thankful for the voluntary labours of
these brothers.
Kikamba (Kenya)
Contact has been very intermittent during the past two years with the young
Kenyan man, who had been noting
down the errors he finds in the present
Kikamba Bible. We pray for the necessary
resources to be made available so that
we could provide such contacts with the
accurate Scriptures they crave.

Chichewa New Testament

Dan/Gio (Liberia)

Kisanga (Democratic Republic of Congo)

Over the past year the translation team
in Liberia have been working hard
on proofreading the Dan/Gio New
Testament text. Thus far they have
reached Titus in their detailed review.
We hope that they will soon be able to
conclude their work so that the New
Testament text can be passed to the
editorial department for typesetting and
thereafter printing. The Society would
very much like to go forward with the
translation of the Old Testament text as

Kisanga (or Sanga) is chiefly spoken
in some of the southern provinces and
territories of the Democratic Republic of
Congo. Regrettably, one promising lead
did not produce the desired outcome, and
so the Society (with the help of FGEA)
has been unable to successfully evaluate
the textual basis and translational accuracy of the Kisanga Bible published by
the Society in 1991. We pray that the door
that has been closed at the present time
may yet be opened.
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Pokot (Kenya)

individuals. For some years the Society
has made known the need for a new
translation to be prepared directly from
the Biblical languages, with secondary
reference to the available editions of the
Xhosa Scriptures. So far this project has
not been taken up by any of our partners
as we had hoped.

Pokot is a language spoken by approximately 700,000 people, the majority of
which live in the northern part of
Kenya. We are thankful that an order
has recently been raised for the printing
in Kenya of 5,000 copies of the revised
Gospel according to John. In the meantime, our Pokot reviser and his helpers
have completed their work on Matthew
and are now revising Mark. The Society
provides financial support for this project
using incoming funds that are specifically
designated for it.

Europe
Bulgarian
Work began in 2014 to revise the first
Bulgarian Protestant Bible, widely known
as the ‘Constantinople’ or ‘Slaveikov’
Bible, which was first published in
Constantinople (Istanbul) in 1871. In 2018,
5,000 copies of the revised Bulgarian
John were printed, and these continue to
be distributed. We are thankful for the
provision of a native proofreader who is
supportive of the Society’s textual and
translational position. However, our
reviser has had
bouts of illness
over the past
year which have
prevented much
further progress
on the revision, although
he has nearly
completed the
Gospel according to Mark.
Please pray that
his health would
be restored.

Shona (Zimbabwe)
The two main tribal languages of
Zimbabwe are Shona, spoken by approximately 70% of the population,
and Ndebele, spoken by about 20%.
The Society hopes soon to have Bibles
available in both of these languages.
The TBS Ndebele Bible was published
in 2012. Typesetting of the Shona Bible
is complete, and we hope to publish
it as soon as funding for this purpose
becomes available. The Society is grateful
to the Zimbabwean Mission of the Free
Presbyterian Church of Scotland, under
whose auspices the Shona Bible translation project was carried out.
Swahili (Eastern Africa)
Swahili is a lingua franca of the African
Great Lakes region and other parts of
eastern and south-eastern Africa. We continue to pray that the Lord would provide
faithful workers to prepare a new edition
of the Swahili Bible based on the Hebrew
Masoretic and Greek Received Texts.

Bulgarian Gospel according to John

Catalan

Xhosa (South Africa)

The Society’s Catalan Bible, first published in 2009, continues to be circulated
throughout the region of Cataluña.

Xhosa is one of the official languages of
South Africa and spoken by millions of
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Various initiatives are in progress to
make these Scriptures available more
widely through digital and audio means.

significant developments in relation to
this language. We rejoice that the Lord
has provided someone to prepare a
new translation of the modern Greek
New Testament directly from the
Society’s edition of the Koiné Greek
New Testament. This new direction for
our modern Greek project followed
discussions in which it was agreed that
it would be better to prepare a new
edition in current literary Greek rather
than lightly revising the 1703 Seraphim
edition of the Greek New Testament.
Our existing contact, who had been
planning to lightly revise the 1703
New Testament, will still be involved
but will now act as the main editor on
the new translation project. Work has
started on translating the Gospel according to John.

Czech
The 1613 Kralice Bible is one of the
classic Reformation-era Bibles.
Although considerable changes have
taken place in the Czech language
since then (to a far greater extent than
in English during this period), we have
several Czech contacts who would use
this Bible if the Society republished it.
Work on the digital text of the entire
Bible has advanced significantly and
has now reached Paul’s letter to the
Philippians.
French
If first and second language use is taken
into consideration, there are an estimated
274 million French speakers worldwide.
French is an official language in twentynine independent nations, ranging from
France itself, to Rwanda in Africa, Haiti
in the Caribbean, Canada in North
America and Vanuatu in the Pacific
Ocean to name just a few. Since 2013
the Society has been revising the 1872
Lausanne Bible. By God’s grace, the team
have finished revising the New Testament
and are now proofreading it prior to
submission to the Society for editorial
review. Thereafter, it is our hope that
typesetting and then printing of the New
Testament can follow. The team are also
presently working through the Psalms.
We are grateful to our friends at TBS
(Canada) for their financial and prayerful
support of this project.

Hungarian
It has still not been possible to explore
the demand for a new revision of the
Society’s Karoli Bible. The Society also
recognises the need to prepare a new
setting of the present Hungarian Bible.
We would appreciate help to produce the
digital text of our present edition so that
it can be retypeset. In addition having an
electronic copy of the text would prove
beneficial for any future Hungarian
Bible project.
Irish Gaelic
Although several individuals with an
outsider’s interest in Ireland have asked
the Society to undertake a revision of
the older Irish Gaelic Scriptures, we
have not had any such requests from
native Irish speakers. We need interest
and input from native speakers sympathetic with our editorial position in
order to begin an Irish Bible project.

Greek (Modern)
It is very pleasing to report that, in
answer to prayer, there have been
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Maltese

our Portuguese Scriptures being sent out
each year. We are pleased to advise that
our Portuguese Bible text will shortly be
available online.

Following the publication of the revised Gospel according to John in 2018
(printed by Bearing Precious Seed’s facility in Milford, Ohio, USA, and funded by
firstBible International), the team have
continued to revise the text so that it
accords to the latest set of Maltese grammar rules. The grammatical aspect of the
work has been fully done up to the Acts
of the Apostles, and partially until Paul’s
letters to the church at Thessalonica. The
revision moves slowly, mainly because
each team member is engaged full time
in other work and can therefore only give
from their limited spare time. We pray
for God’s blessing on their labours.

Romanian
We are thankful that the major new
edition of the TBS Romanian Bible
published in 2018 has been well received,
particularly by younger people who find
it helpful to have an updated and more
Latin-based Romanian text. The Society
has recently been able to print a further 15,260 copies of the Bible together
with 5,000 copies of the revised text of
the Gospel according to John. There is
a considerable call for larger formats
of the Bible and an edition of the New
Testament and Psalms, and the Society is
working to meet these requests. We pray
for the Lord’s continued blessing on our
Romanian Scriptures.

Polish
Although the Polish employed in our
New Testament is challenging for
many modern Polish speakers, there
is still good demand for this edition.
Nevertheless we would very much like
to bring together a group of godly Polish
Christians so that the text could be
brought into closer conformity to the
Greek Received Text using current standard literary Polish.
Portuguese (Brazil, Mozambique,
Angola and Portugal)

A pocket edition
of the Romanian
New Testament
and Psalms

Since first publication in 1994 the Society
has been privileged to see hundreds of
millions of copies of our Portuguese
Scriptures circulated throughout the
Portuguese-speaking world. Over the
last decade our branch in Brazil has led
efforts to update the published text so
that it conforms to the changes specified by the internationally recognised
Portuguese language academy. Please
pray that TBS (Brazil) would continue
to rejoice in seeing millions of copies of

Russian
The digital text of the Society’s Russian
Bible is now complete and is being
prepared for inclusion in the Society’s
online Bible. The new print setting of the
Russian New Testament is nearly ready
but is currently undergoing final editorial
checks. It is hoped that we can soon start
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to prepare a new setting of the Bible as
the current image is getting progressively
more worn.

One member of the team has already
begun working on Isaiah. A generous donation from GBS has enabled
the Society to print 100,000 additional
copies of the Spanish New Testament
with Psalms and Proverbs for distribution in Latin America and Spain. The
first printing made last year of 35,000
copies was quickly depleted due to
the high level of interest and demand
for our edition particularly in Latin
America. The revision team continue
to be encouraged by feedback from
across the Spanish-speaking world. The
Society is very grateful for the substantial financial support given by GBS for
this major project.

Slovak
One of the new projects in this report is
that for the Slovak language. In the past
twelve months we are thankful to have
met three Slovaks who are fully behind
our textual and translational position
and who are currently preparing a new
translation of the Slovak Gospel according to John with reference to the
Greek Received Text and the Authorised
Version. Recently the Society’s General
Committee gave approval for us to work
with them on a pilot project for the
Gospel according to John. Slovak is the
official language of the Slovak Republic.
Slovak is spoken by approximately five
million people as a native language and
is closely related to Czech and Polish.
Most dialects of Czech and Slovak are
mutually intelligible, although eastern
Slovak dialects are less intelligible to
speakers of Czech and closer to Polish,
Ruthenian and Ukrainian. We would
request prayer for those working on this
new endeavour.

Welsh
In the past twelve months a native Welsh
pastor has resumed compiling a glossary
giving alternative words for and/or explanations of archaic words in the classic
William Morgan Bible. It is hoped that
the words included in the glossary can
be inserted as marginal notes in a new
setting of the William Morgan Bible and
provide similar help for Welsh readers,
as the Society’s Westminster Reference
Bible does for English readers of the
Authorised Version.

Spanish
Good progress continues to be made
on the revision of the Old Testament.
At present the team are finishing the
final revision of 1 and 2 Chronicles in
their Skype meetings and the reading
committees are going over their work
on 1 and 2 Kings. Once the team have
finished the shorter books of Ezra,
Nehemiah and Esther they will begin to
revise the prophetical books which will
be the final phase of the Old Testament
work—the Pentateuch and the poetical
books having already been completed.

The Middle East and the

Caucasus
regions
Abkhaz (Abkhazia)
Abkhaz is the official language of the
self-proclaimed Autonomous Republic
of Abkhazia, which borders Russia and
Georgia. Our translator continues to
study Abkhaz grammar and is in contact
with one of the recognised authorities on
the language. He continues to work out
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a Latinisation for Abkhaz that will speed
up his work and which would be suitable
for diaspora Abkhaz speakers, although
the main publication would still have to
be in Cyrillic. Please pray that further
progress may soon be made on what is
one of the last languages in Europe without a complete Bible.

Israel—which provide substantial financial support to the project.
Persian/Farsi (Iran)

Hebrew
Our project to revise the Delitzsch
Hebrew New Testament (DHNT)
continues to attract interest from
other organisations. In a
recent development TWR
Persian launch: the translator
(Netherlands)
are working
Persian, otherwith the Society
wise known as
on an agreement to produce
Farsi, is the major
an audio edition
language spoken
of our revised
in Iran. In its
New Testament
several different
text which they
forms Persian is
Persian launch: the interpreter (centre) and Philip Hopkins(right)
will fund. We
spoken by over
are thankful that the team in Israel have
100 million speakers worldwide. We
made further progress in preparing a
rejoice that 10,000 copies of the Persian
New Testament that is more faithful to
New Testament were published in
the Greek Received Text and in a more
early November 2019. Later that month,
understandable form of Hebrew. Eight
Launch Thanksgiving services were
New Testament books have now been
held in London and in Cardiff. We were
completed, two further books are very
pleased that at both services at least 70%
close to completion and ten others are
of the congregation were Persian speakers. The new TBS edition of the Persian
at varying stages of the revision process.
Scriptures will be referred to as the TBS
We desire to acknowledge the generous
revised old Persian version (ROPV-TBS).
financial support for the DHNT revision project received over many years
Substantial work has already been done
from the Finnish Bible Institute and
on the revision of the Old Testament
also from the Free Presbyterian Church
in hardcopy, but it needs both to be
of Scotland. We are very grateful to
reviewed and digitised. Please remember
three Dutch organisations—GBS, da
our main reviser in prayer, particularly
Costa Foundation and the Board for
as he has a busy pastorate as well as a
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Gangte (Manipur, India)

wider ministry to Iranian Christians,
many of whom are refugees scattered
across the world.

A group in India are preparing a new
translation of the Gangte Bible from
the Authorised Version. God willing, a
face-to-face meeting between editorial
staff and the local Gangte translation
committee will be arranged once travel
restrictions have eased, after which it is
hoped that the Society could formally
take on this project.

Turkish
The Society has taken the decision to
print just the Turkish New Testament
at this stage, as we recognise from various strands of feedback that the Old
Testament needs further work before it
can be published. We are very thankful
that our late translator’s daughter has
begun to edit the Old Testament and
we pray that she may be greatly helped
in this task. We have also had other
expressions of interest in the project
from missionaries in Turkey, which we
are exploring at the present time. We
are grateful to firstBible International
for raising funds so that the Turkish
New Testament can be printed at the
Bearing Precious Seed printshop in
Milford, Ohio.

Hindi (India)
In recent months our Nepali Bible translator, who also knows Hindi, has been
able to provide some valuable feedback
on the draft Hindi text of the first Epistle
of John and has been very complimentary
about the quality of this new translation.
This feedback has been an encouragement to our Hindi Bible translator and to
our editorial staff. A Hindi webpage has
recently been published online, which
we hope will garner further interest in
this pilot project. Our translator is also
endeavouring to simultaneously prepare
a new translation of the first Epistle of
John in Bhojpuri, which he hopes will be
mutually intelligible to those speaking
Caribbean Hindustani.1

The Indian subcontinent
Chothe (Manipur, India)
Our Chothe Bible translator has, in
God’s goodness, made better progress
over the past twelve months and is now
working in the book of Acts, having
prepared a draft translation of the four
Gospels. As with many tribal Scripture
translation projects, the TBS Chothe
Bible is one of the first significant written productions in their language and
therefore our translator is faced with
scouring the language for the appropriate vocabulary and terminology. Please
remember him in prayer and those
who assist him. We are grateful for the
contribution of TBS (Canada) towards
this project.

Kannada (India)
Kannada is spoken predominantly by
the Kannada people of India, mainly in
the state of Karnataka, and by significant linguistic minorities in some other
Indian states. The Society’s Kannada
Bible, a translation from the Authorised
Version, was first published in 1987 and
then reprinted in 1991. Over the past
twelve months efforts have been made,
without success, to try and find personnel with a good knowledge of Kannada
and English to help us assess our published edition.
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Kom (Manipur, India)

Simte (Manipur, India)

Kom is one of the many tribal languages
spoken in the Indian state of Manipur.
Our translator has completed his
translation of the New Testament and
the Society’s editorial department are
currently checking his work. Whilst such
tribal languages are spoken by relatively
few, many of these tribes have very high
numbers professing Christianity, of
which at least half are reckoned to be
committed Christians. We consider it
important that these largely Christian
tribal groups have a faithful edition of
God’s Word in their own language. We
are grateful for the contribution of TBS
(Canada) towards this project.

In 1992 the Society published its first
Simte Bible, which was a translation of
the English Authorised Version (AV).
However, further revisions were
deemed necessary as in some instances
the original translators did not have a
full grasp of the English employed in
the AV. In addition the Simte language
was at that time still developing.

Nepali (Nepal and India)
We are thankful that the Society’s 2011
Nepali Bible has become established
as a standard edition among Nepali
speakers across the world. The surviving co-translator of the Bible has now
completed his light revision of the 2011
text, and after the usual editorial checks
the General Committee recently approved the revised text for publication.
This revised edition of 2020 is due to
go to print later in the year. Over recent
years, a Nepali-speaking pastor prepared
the digital text of the 2011 Bible for use
on a stand-alone Android app. God willing, in due time we hope that the digital
text will be updated to the revised text
and also made available on the Society’s
online Bible. Work continues in Nepal
to prepare a Braille edition of the New
Testament. An audio recording of the
entire Nepali Bible was approved by
our translator in 2019. We pray for the
Lord’s continued blessing on our Nepali
Scriptures in every form in which they
can be circulated.

First page of the recently typeset Simte Bible

For some twelve years the Simte Bible
Revision Committee diligently worked
on the Bible, and the revised text was
finalised late in 2019. It is a joy to report
that the Simte Bible has been fully typeset
and the typeset text is currently being
checked by our editorial department. We
are grateful to firstBible International for
partnering with us by raising funds for
the printing of 7,000 copies of the Simte
Bible at the Bearing Precious Seed plant
in Milford, Ohio.
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Tamil (India/Sri Lanka)

is now available in digital form. In addition, the first round of revision work
has largely been completed—as of April
2020 they had just seven more Old
Testament books to revise. The revision
committee plan to carry out a further
proofreading of the whole Bible before
submitting the text to the Society’s
editorial department for examination.
Our main contact concluded his email:
‘please keep praying for us, as we are
all engaged in our own ministerial
responsibilities’.

We have tried for many years to initiate a
revision project of an existing older Tamil
Bible which needs only a light revision to
bring it into closer conformance to the
Hebrew Masoretic and Greek Received
Texts, but thus far all attempts have
failed. We pray on.
Thadou (Manipur, India)
At the time of writing 11,000 copies of
the Thadou Bible and 20,000 copies of
a large print edition of the Thadou New
Testament are shortly to be bound at the
Bearing Precious Seed plant in Milford,
Ohio, USA, with financial support raised
by firstBible International. They have already prepared 100,000 copies of Thadou
John and Romans in booklet form. It is
hoped that all these Scriptures will be
ready for shipment by the end of May, but
there are concerns as to the viability of
shipping them to India at this time. We
pray that it will be possible to ship these
Scriptures soon as it had been planned to
hold a Launch Thanksgiving service in
Manipur in early September.

Zou (Manipur, India and Burma)
According to the 2019 edition of
Ethnologue there are 187,500 native
speakers of the Zou language, located
primarily in north-east India and northwest Burma. Zou is often written in
a Latin script developed by Christian
missionary J. H. Cope. Over the course
of the past year the Society’s General
Committee agreed to formally commence a project in the Zou language.
Accordingly, our editorial department
have been working with an enthusiastic
older minister who is overseeing a small
team based in Manipur. This minister
had already undertaken a considerable
amount of work on the Zou Bible, and
therefore parts of the Old Testament
have already been prepared alongside
some of the New Testament. Thus far
the Society has checked and approved
the work done on the Gospel according
to Matthew, and work is progressing on
Mark and Luke. The team in India is also
working on the opening books of the
Old Testament. The Society was recently
able to support their work by providing funds for a laptop, which has helped
them tremendously. We desire prayer for
these brethren.

Urdu (Pakistan)
Urdu is one of the most spoken languages in the world, but we have not yet
made substantive progress towards being able to prepare a new faithful edition
of the Urdu Bible. However, we know
that the Lord can provide personnel to
work on an Urdu Bible project, so we
await His timing.
Vaiphei (Manipur, India)
The Vaiphei Bible revision committee
reported that the work is going rather
more slowly than they had expected.
However, they have made good progress in that the text of the whole Bible
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thankful for the voluntary help of two
Chinese men who review and proofread
the translated text. Please pray for all
involved in our Chinese Bible translation
project! The Society is very grateful for
the substantial financial support given by
GBS for this major project.

Rest of Asia
Chinese
The Society’s Chinese Bible translators have made progress with their new
translation of the New Testament made
directly from the Greek Received Text,
but the work has taken longer than
expected. It is a challenge to maintain
a level of continuity between our new
translation and the widely used and much
loved Chinese Union Version as well as
achieving the primary aims of remaining
faithful to the underlying Biblical text and
using today’s standard literary Chinese.

Japanese
Japanese is in the top ten most spoken
languages in the world, but we cannot as
yet recommend any Japanese Scriptures
so far published. This year we have not
been able to make any substantive progress towards being able to prepare a new
faithful edition of the Japanese Bible.
Korean
Through this calendar year the Society
has been providing support to a partner
organisation as they carry out research
into the currently available translations
in the Korean language. Whilst current
investigations indicate one Korean Bible
is based on the Received Text, further
assessment is needed to establish whether
or not it meets the Society’s principles.
We would also need to obtain permission
to use the text as the rights are held by
another publisher.
Lhaovo (for Burma/China)
All of the Lhaovo New Testament and
a small part of the Old Testament are
available in digital format. We remain
prayerfully in need of personnel competent in Lhaovo and English to help us
evaluate the accuracy of this text.

Gospel according to John in Chinese and English

However, the four Gospels, Romans and
Hebrews have all now been prepared
in near final draft form and, after the
usual editorial checks, it is planned to
publish these online as soon as possible.
The other New Testament books have
completed the second draft stage but
will need to undergo two or three more
draft stages before being finalised. We are

Lisu (for Burma/China)
We have a complete digital text available
of the original TBS Lisu Bible which was
first published in 1980. In God’s providence, we have still not been able to find
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someone to evaluate the TBS Lisu Bible
and some corrections proposed for it,
nor can we find anyone to review another
Lisu Bible published in more recent years
by another organisation. We ask the Lord
to provide the personnel to help us move
forward in this language.

good progress. Currently the following
books have all been prepared in at least
the first draft: Genesis to 2 Kings inclusive, plus Psalms, Jonah and Obadiah.
Several local reading committees have
recently been set up for the project. We
gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Great Company of Publishers
for the Old Testament portion of this
project. The Society funds the revision
work on the New Testament.

Mongolian
Mongolia is the most sparsely populated sovereign state in the world, with
a population of around three million
people. A high proportion of the population live in the capital city, Ulaanbaatar,
which is located at about 1,350 metres
(4,430 feet) above sea level in a bowllike valley surrounded by mountains.
It is in this setting that our Mongolian
Bible translation project is carried out.
Since 2009 the Society has partnered
with Dr Charles Keen (assisted by other
American Independent Baptists) to
prepare a new edition of the Mongolian
Bible translated directly from the
Greek Received Text and the Masoretic
Hebrew Text. The first edition of the New
Testament was published in 2017, after
which translation of the Old Testament
commenced with a team of native
translators overseen by a locally based
American missionary. This has made

Tagalog and Waray-Waray (Philippines)
We long for further progress to be made
on these projects, as following his move
to the Philippines our main Tagalog
and Waray-Waray Bible translator has
not been able to spend as much time
as hoped on moving these projects
forward. We continue to encourage
him but are also praying for additional,
suitably qualified personnel to help
expedite the work.
Tedim Zokam (Burma)
For many years a small team in Burma
(Myanmar) have been translating the
Authorised (King James) Version into
Tedim Zokam. This is a developing
language with 61,000 speakers within
Burma and a further 20,000 speakers outside of the country. In 2017
two TBS staff members were able to
meet with the Tedim-Zokam Bible
translators at our USA Branch Office
and spent several days working
closely with them. Since that time the
translators in Burma have completed
a second draft of the entire Bible,
which they are now reviewing. It is
painstaking work, which is carried out
alongside the translation team’s other
considerable church and mission
commitments.

Mongolian New Testament
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Vietnamese

Biblical languages projects

Regrettably, after in-depth discussion
with the Vietnamese Bible translator the
Society had to pull back from continuing involvement with the Vietnamese
Bible project. The translator’s insistence
on including (in Vietnamese) the word
Saviour before every occurrence of the
name of Jesus—even in those instances
where the word Saviour is not present
in the underlying Greek Received
Text—is a major departure from the
Society’s translation principles as it is
adding something which is not found
in the Greek and which is not necessary for a proper understanding in the
receptor language. We hope that the
Vietnamese Bible translator will reconsider this point.

Digitisation of the Society’s Hebrew
Masoretic Text
Our editorial consultant in Israel continues to correct mistakes in the digital
Hebrew text obtained in 2015 and to
make the consonantal corrections needed
to match it to our published Ginsburg
text. It is planned to include with it the
qere and ketiv footnotes which provide
helpful marginal assistance to the Biblical
Hebrew reader. It is our desire to conclude this project as soon as possible so
that we can make a sound digital Hebrew
text available. This is in addition to the
Greek Received Text which was made
ready in 2017, and which is available at
tbsonlinebible.com.

The Americas
Dakota (USA and Canada)
We await the Lord’s provision of suitably-qualified labourers to build on the
interim Dakota Bible published in 2018
by a US-based family with some Dakota
knowledge.
Haitian Creole (Haiti)
Haitian Creole is a French-based
creole language spoken by 10–12 million people worldwide, and is the only
language of most Haitians. Over the
past twelve months the Society’s Senior
Editorial Consultant (Linguistics) has
reviewed key verses in Acts through to
Ephesians on a consultancy-only basis
for some American missionaries who
are overseeing a project to translate
the English Authorised Version into
Haitian Creole.

Endnote
1. Caribbean Hindustani is an Indo-Aryan
language based mainly on Bhojpuri and
Awadhi and closely related to Fijian and Hindi.
It is spoken by Indo-Caribbeans and the IndoCaribbean diaspora worldwide, particularly
by those who immigrated to the Caribbean
from the Indian subcontinent; it is also spoken
widely in Mauritius and South Africa.
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Financial
Highlights 2019
by David J. Broome, Resources Director

Introduction

W

e would acknowledge the Lord’s great goodness in supplying the Society’s financial needs during 2019. The year proved to be largely neutral for the Society,
with the financial result being close to break-even. However, the Society’s cash
reserves increased substantially during the year following the sale of our investment
property John Wycliffe House (see below). We have proved again the Lord’s faithfulness
to His promise ‘But my God shall supply all your need according to his riches in glory
by Christ Jesus’ (Philippians 4.19), and also recognise His timing in ensuring that the
Society had solid reserves of cash going into the Covid-19 pandemic in early 2020.

This cash provides a helpful buffer against difficult financial conditions which may arise
in the short term. But we must not be complacent; ideally a good portion of the proceeds
from the sale of John Wycliffe House will be invested to generate income in the region
of £30,000 per annum to support the Society’s work in the future. It is still a challenge to
achieve a balanced budget, and we are very reliant upon the Lord to supply all our needs.
In this Annual Report, the key points from the Society’s finances over 2019 are highlighted
and the summary financial statements are given at the end. The full Trustees’ Annual
Report & Financial Statements for 2019, which include considerable additional information about the activities and administration of the Society, are available both on our website
(www.tbsbibles.org/2020AGM-documents) and in printed form; we would encourage members
and supporters of the Society to visit our website or contact our Headquarters to request copies.

The Result for the year
The Society’s Total Funds increased by £15,961 during 2019. With gains and losses caused
by movements in foreign exchange rates removed, the Net Income for the year was
£11,820. This figure is the accumulation of small surpluses from four of the Society’s five
Branches totalling £89,881, offset by a very small deficit from TBS (Brazil) (£416) and a
deficit of £77,645 from TBS London. The Trustees are very thankful to God for this positive result in 2019 and for all His provision during the year.
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The Net Income of £11,820 is broken down by branch in the following graph; the figures
are presented both excluding and including sales and funding exchanges between London
and the branches.
UK Sterling
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UK HQ
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The key points to take from this are:

• TBS (Australia) and TBS (USA) employed translation consultants who are overseen
by and funded from London (hence these branches’ losses become profits when
inter-branch funding is added back).

• TBS (Canada) sent very significant funding to London (hence their profit reduces
significantly when inter-branch funding is included).

Incoming Resources
The 2019 worldwide income was £3,342,975, up from a like-for-like figure for 2018 (i.e.
excluding the reconsolidation of TBS (Brazil) Net Assets) of £3,014,322. This increase was
due to three factors:

• A £390,932 improvement in Donations & Legacies, the majority of which
was received in the UK, with other areas of voluntary income being
broadly stable.

• A fall of £100,294 in Sales & Royalties Income, including a reduction of

£185,679 in the UK due primarily to a reduction in orders from an overseas
organisation.

• An increase in Investment Income of £38,015, mainly due to higher levels of cash

being held, particularly following the sale of the Society’s investment property
(John Wycliffe House in London) for £2,450,000 in June 2019, which had not generated any investment income since early 2018.
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Legacy Income 2005–2019
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We continued to pursue our goal of distributing Holy Scriptures by way of sales in 2019,
often at heavily discounted prices. Indeed, a great many of the Bibles purchased from us
will nevertheless ultimately be given away free of charge. The total number of items sold
worldwide in 2019 was 7,870,282 (2018: 15,538,302), of which 6,958,766 (2018: 15,001,414)
were under royalty. Of the total, 7,368,548 (2018: 14,994,489) were Bibles or Scripture
portions, 318,678 (2018: 406,418) were calendars, and 183,056 (2018: 137,395) were text
cards, children’s items, other Scripture items and articles. Total Sales income in the
year was £1,156,508 (2018: £1,308,207); the production cost of these items was £635,143
(2018: £818,508), and there was additional Royalty income of £63,039 (2018: £11,634).

Sales & Royalty Income 2005–2019
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Resources Expended
Worldwide operating expenditure in 2019 was £3,613,191, compared with £3,789,065
for 2018. Within this cost reduction, there are three main areas of variance (i.e. over 5%
change) between the two years:

• A reduction in Sales Expenses of £253,970, principally because the Production Cost
of Sales and Staff & Other Sales Expenses have reduced by just under 25%, despite
Sales having dropped by 12%. This has produced a 9% increase in the Net Sales
Margin to 9.4%.

• An increase in Translation & Editorial Expenses of £77,960, mainly due to the ac-

cumulation of modest cost increases on several of the Society’s smaller translation
projects, combined with a revised approach to the allocation of staff costs within
TBS London (to facilitate appropriate funding from our partners) and this being the
first full year of cost following a strengthening of the London Editorial Team in 2018.

• A reduction in the Costs of Grants Made of £28,290; it is very typical for the value

of the Society’s grants programme to vary somewhat from year to year according to
the openings that are given and the level of specific funding provided for the grants
in specific areas or languages.

During 2019, 1,662,598 (2018: 865,168) Bibles and Scripture portions, 548,745 (2018: 790,318)
calendars, and 17,294 (2018: 9,442) text cards, children’s items, other Scripture items and
articles were supplied free of charge to institutions and individuals including churches,
missions, prisons, schools and missionaries. The production cost of these items was
£311,931 in 2019, compared with £340,094 in 2018.

Cost of Scriptures Granted 2005–2019
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Short/Medium Term Resources
The Society’s Net Current Assets have increased by £1,704,993 to £5,124,327 at
31 December 2019. Within this the liquidity situation remains healthy, with immediately
available cash balances of £1,393,385 and cash on deposit totalling £2,070,075, a total of
£3,463,460 at the year-end.

Long-Term Resources
The Society’s UK operation held Fixed Asset Investments of £2,380,511 at 31 December
2019, down from £4,005,281 in 2018. This reduction is mainly due to the sale of John
Wycliffe House (see above), which reduced the book value by £2,400,000, offset by gains
on the Society’s equity portfolio of £299,902 and cash funds placed on deposit (greater
than one year) of £500,000.
The freehold properties of the Society (including the International Headquarters in
London) are stated at the book cost of £2,710,301 at 31 December 2019 (2018: £2,759,910).
The leasehold properties of the Society are stated at the book value of £306,099 (2017:
£328,967). The Trustees are of the opinion that the open market value is in excess of the
book value expressed in local currencies.
At 31 December 2019, UK Free Reserves were £1,686,144 against a requirement of
£492,467 (i.e. 4/12ths of 2019 UK expenditure), giving a surplus of £1,193,677. The intention, as part of the Society’s 5 Year Financial Plan, is to invest some of these funds to
generate income for the General Fund.

Effect of Covid-19 Crisis
At this time, when the Covid-19 crisis is putting financial stress on many charities, the
Trustees are very thankful that, through God’s wise superintending providence, the
Society’s financial situation is in a more sustainable place than it has been for many years,
due particularly to the sale of John Wycliffe House during 2019. UK income levels for the
six months to the end of June 2020 show what may prove to be a modest drop in overall
income due to the effect of the Covid-19 pandemic, but this is well within normal year to
year variations, and non-sales income is higher than the previous year.
One immediate result of the crisis has been seen in the capital value of the Society’s
Endowment Fund (Golden Thoughts Calendar Fund) investment portfolio. This dropped
by around 24% (compared to its 31 December 2019 value) as financial markets crashed at
the start of the pandemic, but it has since recovered to a 13% drop at the time of writing.
This continues to be monitored and will be reflected in the 2020 accounts.
Various scenarios have been tested based on 2019 expenditure levels and the 31 December
2019 Balance Sheet position. The scenario testing shows that even in the worst case, the
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Society, both internationally and at individual branch level, has sufficient General Fund
reserves for at least 12 months following the approval of these financial statements. The
Trustees believe that the worst-case scenario modelled is unlikely to materialise, and even
if it did they are prepared to take the necessary mitigating action to rebalance the financial
situation.

Future Financial Plans
Returning to TBS London, a draft Financial Plan 2021–2025 was prepared and approved
at the same time as the 2020 Budget in December 2019. This Plan provided for £750,000 to
be invested for the long-term in order to generate an income stream. If the Covid-19 situation results in significant or long-term reductions in the Society’s income, this amount
may be reviewed or even eliminated, which would reduce investment income in the longterm. To ensure the Society remains on a sure financial footing it is intended to revisit and
finalise this draft Financial Plan in the autumn of 2020, God willing, when Stage 1 of the
Society’s Strategic Review is brought to a close and the 2021 Budget is approved.

Conclusion
The Trustees are very thankful to God for the remarkable provision He has made for this
work during 2019, which has enabled the Society to meet its objectives, particularly the
progressing of translation work in many different languages, as well as maintaining the
more routine activities of the Society.
We believe that the Lord will continue to provide for the Society, as He has done in maintaining it for the past 189 years. It is obviously very difficult for anyone to predict what
might happen to world economies in the longer term as a result of the Covid-19 crisis
and the effect that this might have on the Society’s income in the long term. However, we
are very thankful to our very loyal supporter and membership base for their continued
prayerful and practical support, and we would encourage you each to be much in prayer
for our financial needs, as well as for all our other practical and spiritual needs.
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Independent Auditor’s Statement
to the Trustees of the

Trinitarian Bible Society
We have examined the summary financial statements for the year ended
31 December 2019 set out on pages 48 to 50.

Respective Responsibilities of the Trustees and the Auditor
The Trustees are responsible for preparing the summary financial statements in
accordance with applicable United Kingdom law and the recommendation of the
Charities SORP (2015).
Our responsibility is to report to you our opinion on the consistency of the summary
financial statements with the full annual financial statements.
We also read the other information contained in the Annual Report and consider
the implications for our report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or
material inconsistencies with the summary financial statement. The other information
comprises only the Financial Highlights on pages 41 to 46.

Basis for Opinion
Our examination involved agreeing the balances disclosed in the summary financial
statements to the full annual financial statements. Our audit report on the full annual
financial statements of Trinitarian Bible Society describes the basis of our audit
opinion on those financial statements.

Opinion
In our opinion the summarised financial statement is consistent with the full annual
financial statements of Trinitarian Bible Society for the year ended 31 December 2019.
Moore Kingston Smith LLP
Statutory Auditor
3 August 2020
Devonshire House
60 Goswell Road
London EC1M 7AD
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Trinitarian Bible Society
Consolidated Statement Of Financial Activities
For The Year Ended 31 December 2019
					
Unrestricted Restricted Endowment		
Total
Funds
Funds
Funds
Total
2018
2019
2019
2019
2019
(restated)
£
£
£
£
£
Income &

endowments from:

Donations & legacies
Charitable activities – Publication
& distribution of the Scriptures
Investment income
Other Income - TBS (Brazil) Net Assets

1,253,615

726,897

-

1,980,512

1,589,580

1,214,714
32,247
-

4,833
110,669
-

-

1,219,547
142,916
-

1,319,841
104,901
857,524

2,500,576

842,399

-

3,342,975

3,871,846

107

10,654

-

10,761

9,617

2,834,021

768,409

-

3,602,430

3,779,448

2,834,128

779,063

-

3,613,191

3,789,065

Net gains/(losses) on investments

(17,866)

-

299,902

282,036

(148,451)

Net income/(expenditure)

(351,418)

63,336

299,902

11,820

(65,670)

Transfers between funds

72,530

(72,530)

-

-

-

Other recognised gains/(losses):
Foreign exchange gains/(losses) fixed assets
Foreign exchange gains/(losses) other

(15,810)

-

-

(15,810)

13,540

24,118

(4,167)

-

19,951

(88,174)

Net movement in funds

(270,580)

(13,361)

299,902

15,961

(140,304)

Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward

7,152,380

798,338

2,619,051

10,569,769

10,710,073

6,881,800

784,977

2,918,953

10,585,730

10,569,769

Total income & endowments

Expenditure on:

Raising funds
Charitable activities – Publication
& distribution of the Scriptures
Total expenditure

Total funds carried forward
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Analysis between Branches For The Year Ended 31 December 2019

					 		
UK
Australia
Brazil
Canada
New Zealand
USA
2019 TOTAL
£

£

Donations & legacies
1,313,204
28,333
Charitable activities
540,758
69,158
Investment income
135,925
2,633
Other Income - TBS (Brazil) net assets			
Total income and endowments

£

£

£

£

22,966
299,921
8,272
307,816
397,747
50,960
9,982
150,942
3,548
58
424
328
-				

£

1,980,512
1,219,547
142,916
-

1,989,887

100,124

424,261

350,939

18,678

459,086

3,342,975

Raising funds
Charitable activities

10,654
2,307,722

114,079

428,621

135,848

9,806

107
606,354

10,761
3,602,430

Total expenditure

2,318,376

114,079

428,621

135,848

9,806

606,461

3,613,191

Net operating profit/(loss)
Gain/(Loss) on Investments
Net income/(expenditure)

(328,490)
280,971
(47,519)

(13,955)
(13,955)

(4,360)
(4,360)

215,091
1,112
216,203

8,872
8,872

(147,375)
(47)
(147,422)

(270,216)
282,036
11,820

Inter-branch transfers
Net income/(expenditure)
Consolidated

(30,127)

24,435

3,944

(190,708)

(4,427)

196,883

-

(77,646)

10,480

(416)

25,495

4,445

49,461

11,820

-

(126)
(8,620)

(4,563)
28,076

13,778

(1,317)

(11,121)
(11,966)

(15,810)
19,951

(77,646)

1,734

23,097

39,273

3,128

26,374

15,961

Expenditure on:
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Foreign exchange gains/(losses)
Fixed assets*
Foreign exchange gains/(losses) Other*
Net movement in funds

* These figures do not reflect a real profit or loss in the Branches’ accounts during the year, but arise because the Society’s financial statements are expressed in sterling.
Since exchange rates move during the year, this has the effect of restating the opening balances of the Branches’ accounts in the financial statements.
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Income and endowments:
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Trinitarian Bible Society
Consolidated Balance Sheet At 31 December 2019
			
Unrestricted Restricted
Endowment		
Funds
Funds
Funds
Total
2019
2019
2019
2019

Fixed assets:

£

£

£

£

Total
2018
(restated)
£

Tangible assets
Investments

3,062,476
18,416

-

2,380,511

3,062,476
2,398,927

3,137,325
4,013,110

		

3,080,892

-

2,380,511

5,461,403

7,150,435

Stocks & work in progress
Debtors
Investments
(< 1 year to maturity)
Cash at bank & in hand

1,530,851
533,382

4,221
22,531

-

1,535,072
555,913

1,344,403
521,852

1,531,633
635,160

758,225

538,442
-

2,070,075
1,393,385

551,985
1,233,847

		
Creditors
Amounts falling due
within one year

4,231,026

784,977

538,442

5,554,445

3,652,087

430,118

-

-

430,118

232,753

Net current assets

3,800,908

784,977

538,442

5,124,327

3,419,334

Net assets

6,881,800

784,977

2,918,953

10,585,730

10,569,769

Financed by:
Total Charity Funds

6,881,800

784,977

2,918,953

10,585,730

10,569,769

Current assets:

Note to the Summary Financial Statements
The summary financial statements are only a summary of information included in the Society’s financial
statements and Trustees’ report.
These summarised financial statements may not contain sufficient information to allow for a full
understanding of the financial affairs of the Society. For further information, the full accounts, the Auditors’
report on those accounts and the Trustees’ Report should be consulted, copies of which can be obtained
from the Society at William Tyndale House, 29 Deer Park Road, London SW19 3NN.
The Trustees’ Report and Financial Statements for 2019 were approved by the General Committee on
3 August 2020 and signed on its behalf by G. D. Buss (Chairman) and R. A. Clarke (Treasurer). A copy will be
submitted to the Charity Commission.
The report of the Auditors on the full accounts for the year ended 31 December 2019 was unqualified and
was signed on 3 August 2020.
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The Word of God
Among All Nations
Although certain phrases and expressions used in these letters may not be doctrinally
accurate or in correct English, we reproduce the letters essentially as received, knowing
that the Lord is using His Word to the glory of His Name and the furtherance of His
Kingdom as the Scriptures are distributed among the nations of the world.

breakfast arrived, the
waitress wanted to know
what he was reading. This
gave him opportunity,
From England
not only to speak about
Spurgeon, but to say a few
I came across
words about the Gospel.
an encouragDisappointingly, she
ing post on Twitter, and
said ‘I am interested in
thought you may be
Buddhism’. However, as
interested. A lady with a
the conversation prolarge number of Twitter
gressed
he suggested it
followers has been givwould be good for her to
ing delivery drivers ‘care
read the Bible, and that
packages’ containing
he worked for a Bible
TBS bookmarks along
Society. He went to his car
with sanitiser wipes and
and picked up a hardback
chocolate! She helpfully
Spreading the Word of God in a
Westminster Reference
tagged in the TBS Twitter
time of pandemic
Bible (90C) and said ‘if
account in a later tweet,
you promise me you will
so people know where the
read it you can have this
bookmarks came from.
free of charge’. She agreed, so he left her
From one of our Deputation Speakers with a Bible and his contact details, and
of course, thereafter prayed that the Lord
In December 2014 a TBS Speaker stayed
would speak to her through it.
at a Travelodge in the south west of
England. In the morning he went over to
The following year he stayed at the same
the restaurant for a meal and while it was Travelodge again, and in the restaubeing cooked he read a few paragraphs
rant asked whether this young lady still
from a new book about C. H. Spurgeon— worked there. He was told she had gone
Living by Revealed Truth. When the
back home to her home country.

Europe
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However, very recently the following
message was left on his answerphone. ‘I
don’t know whether you remember the
girl at the restaurant in England, the really
depressed, unhappy girl, and you gave her
the Bible and she promised you she would
read the Bible. Well, she is reading the
Bible now—and I am the girl, and I had a
touch from Jesus this last December and
He filled me with His Spirit. And now I’m
reaching out to you to say thank you, and
I would love to have a proper conversation
with you by Skype or something like that’.

From a prisoner in England

She left her phone number and the
Speaker has now spoken with her. She
said, ‘What you didn’t know was the day
before I met you I was feeling suicidal
and I cried out to God that He would
in some way himself known’. In looking
back she can now see that the conversation at the restaurant and the Bible she
received was God’s answer to her prayer
offered up in desperation. For some long
time she didn’t fulfil her promise to read
her Bible but one day a Christian man she
met warned her of the danger she was in
and that she was being exposed to Satanic
teaching. He told her she must read her
Bible. So it seems it was only last year that
she fulfilled her promise.

From Namibia

Thank you for giving me the Bible. I gave
it to a man here that had stopped worshiping the Lord. Now we attend chapel
service together every Sunday evening.
Working together, serving God, we have
him back in the flock and feeding on the
Word of God.

Africa
Thank you very much for the
Golden Thoughts Calendars. We
appreciate your loving kindness as you
continue to sow the seed (the Golden
Thoughts Calendars) into Africa. Herewith
below how we distributed the Golden
Thoughts Calendars in a part of Africa.
We distributed the first box of Golden
Thoughts Calendars that we received to
various people in Windhoek (Namibia).
These various people usually wait in
anticipation to receive the next year’s
Golden Thoughts Calendars as they use
the daily Scriptures as their bread of life
in their daily walk. As usual they were
delighted when they received the Golden
Thoughts Calendars.

The Society’s Speaker and his wife hope
to have further contact with her. May this
young lady be led by the Lord further
into the truth as she reads her Bible. She
has a long way to go in understanding
God’s truth clearly. Her mother cannot
understand her new found joy. The only
explanation her mother can give is that
perhaps her daughter is on drugs!

In the first week of December we drove
to South Africa and distributed the rest
of the first box of Golden Thoughts
Calendars to my brother-in-law. His calling is to spread the Gospel to homeless
people in the Cape Province. He distributed the Golden Thoughts Calendars to
those who lost their jobs, homes, have
no income and have families to feed.
These people stay wherever they can find
a place—in cars, under trees, in caravan
parks, tents, and shacks, etc. When he

Let us be encouraged to know that the
Lord is doing His own work through His
own Word in answer to our prayers. May
the Lord have all the glory.
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gave feedback about his distributing
of the Golden Thoughts Calendars he
was very excited about the reaction of
the people who received the Golden
Thoughts Calendars. He could not stop
smiling and laughing when he told us
how the people reacted.

Heaven that the word in Psalm 42.2 ‘My
soul thirsteth for God, for the living God’
will become a daily walk for each of them
that received a Golden Thought Calendar
and that their thirst will be quenched by
the Living Word (Jesus who is the Word).
We also distributed Afrikaans and English
Golden Thoughts Calendars to many
churches in Windhoek. They all went on
outreaches to farms, etc., in Namibia. We
also distributed Afrikaans and English
Golden Thoughts Calendars to another
organisation in Namibia. They visited
schools and distributed the Golden
Thoughts to English as well as Afrikaans
speaking children of all races. The staff of
this organisation in Windhoek asked for
more Golden Thoughts Calendars as the
need for the Word were tremendous. It
was a blessing to see the reaction of the
children when they received the Golden
Thoughts Calendars and the personnel
asked us to thank the donors on their
behalf. A friend of mine is part of another
ministry in Namibia who visits remote
areas and teach adults in that area to
be teachers so that they can teach the
children in those areas to write and read.
With every outreach she distributed some
English Golden Thoughts Calendars
to the teachers to be. These teachers to
be were very glad to receive the Word.
Everywhere we sew the Word, we were
blessed with the surprised and happy
faces of people who were glad to receive a
Golden Thought Calendar.

Many people embraced or kissed the
Golden Thought Calendars. Others
praised the Lord and others had big smiles
of gratitude. All of them thanked God for
these precious gifts. My brother-in-law
also encouraged them to read the Word
daily and explained to them that the Word
of God is the bread of life and that they
need it and must ‘feed’ on the Word daily.
He asked us to thank you for the opportunity to give out the Word of God.
We distributed some of the English
Golden Thoughts Calendars to people
in Ovambo Land in North Namibia.
As usual, we sent the Golden Thoughts
Calendars to missionaries who distributed the Golden Thoughts Calendars
to students and people they minister
to. Many people in the rural areas do
not have Bibles. The past few years were
difficult because of a severe drought all
over Namibia and most of the people in
Ovambo Land lost many or all their livestock. An Ovambo young man Malekia,
who is working in Windhoek, told us that
his father who stays in Ovambo Land
lost 60 cows (all that he had) during the
drought. Only one of his 7 donkeys survived. These people in need of something
to hold on to were ready for receiving the
Word of God.

This year, as the previous years, we
again distributed the Portuguese Golden
Thoughts Calendars to missionaries in
Angola. They have a school where they
train staff as missionaries. As usual they
went out on several outreaches during the
year and distributed the Golden Thoughts
to people of all ages in Angola. As they

It is sad to say—but in difficult times
people are more prone in seeking God.
In a time like that the Golden Thoughts
Calendars were like ‘water’ in the desert
to thirsty souls. We trust our Father in
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can’t afford Bibles to distribute they were
highly pleased to have the ability to distribute the Portuguese Golden Thoughts
Calendars to people in their mother
tongue. The feedback that we received
from them was that they were very thankful and thanked God for your gift of the
Golden Thoughts Calendars to them.

From Mozambique
We left for Mozambique in the
early hours of Monday morning
on 16 March. It was a team of four from
Malawi. We had to make several connections due to the fact that the car that we
use is broken down hence we decided
to use some short cuts to Murumbala.
We therefore
opted to go
by public
transport. We
took a taxi
to the main
road and
from the main
road we took
another taxi
to Tengani
in Nsanje.
From Tengani
Transporting the Bibles by canoe
Nsanje we
hired a canoe
to cross the
Shire River to
Mozambique.

In Van Rhynsdorp we met four men that
had the calling from God to distribute
Bibles to people. They drove all over the
north-west of South Africa with a kombi
and three bicycles. Their mission is to go
wherever the Lord should send them. They
shared the Gospel, prayed for people and
ministered and comforted people with the
Word of God during a severe drought in
South Africa. When we heard about their
ministry we asked them if they would
like to distribute some Golden Thoughts
Calendars. When they saw the Golden
Thoughts Calendars with a Scripture for
every day of the year, they were delighted to accept them. They told us that
they found that people, when receiving
the Bibles, needed something to direct
them to start to read the Bible every day.
They therefore saw the Golden Thought
Calendars as a God-send gift and as a wonderful way of directing the people in daily
looking up the Word in their Bibles which
were printed on the Calendars.

Upon arrival
on the other
side of the
Shire River,
we hired
pushing bicycles to Posto
Chire.

We all just praised our Father and Lord
for His wonderful ways of intervening
and leading His servants and children—
making us one in Jesus—spreading the
love, word and Gospel of Jesus Christ our
Saviour. We want to thank you for making testimonies like this possible. Thank
you to every donor for the abundance of
your giving to others who need the Word.
Everyone appreciated this gift and honour our Father in Heaven for you.

Cycling the Bibles inland

At Posto Chire, we again hired motorbikes and started off at 2:00 pm to the
center in Murumbala.
We traveled across the thick jungles
crossing several rivers on foot.
The training started in the morning
of Tuesday. There were 71 pastors who
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taking this advantage to expand their
false teachings there.

came for training for two days. We gave
them books and Bibles for use during
our absence. We plan to support them
with theological education for a period
of three years. None of them has ever
been at any Bible school. After giving
them Bibles and books, one of the pastors
stood up and narrated a sad story about
lack of Bibles. He said and I quote:

After this center we went to Mindozo
where the congregation was waiting for
us. We taught and preached from noon
to late afternoon.
We had to stop on the way as the lorry
was going to another place. After this
we used the motorbikes to Mindozo. We
had a nice meeting with the congregation
of Mindozo. They meet in a nice cool
shelter for their church services.

‘Many of us have been ministering
without Bibles. We could borrow Bibles
from friends and learn some verses
by heart. We could recite these verses
again and again before the congregation.
Sometimes we could not remember and
our congregation developed boredom
due to repetition of the same verses’.

In the morning, we left for Mileleni center where we taught and preached. These
centers are in the typical countryside of
Zambezia province. It is our prayer that
despite many challenges the Lord may
continue to supply us with all necessary
resources for the advancement of Christ’s
Kingdom.

We need several Bibles in Chichewa, Shona
and Portuguese. We have a great catchment
area that is very dynamic and multilingual.
We want to intensify with Apologetics in
the beginning because their lack of basic
theological
knowledge is
very susceptible to
whatever false
religion
comes to
them. The
area is so big
that even
Pastors with their new Bibles
traveling for
the whole
month I cannot finish all centers. We
need variety of courses ranging from
apologetics, systematic theology, Bible
books, etc., to ensure that they are well
grounded in theology. We taught them
Old Testament Survey, Doctrine of God
and Apologetics. We have started with
these courses because some cults like
Jehovah Witness and Adventists are

Prayer Requests:
1. We need thousands of
Bibles and books for pastors
2. Funds for traveling
3. Funds for printing of students manuals and books
4. Praying for global pandemic
of Corona virus
5. Strengths and wisdom

The Americas
From Costa Rica
I want to say that I received the
Chinese copies of the Gospel
according to John; thank you so much
for your generosity. Now we gave to forty
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Chinese people here; we
are waiting for stories
from them. Praying for
see more people giving
their lives to Jesus.

placed at stores and
ministries throughout
northwest Iowa. Since
the end of 2018, we figure that approximately
100 New Testaments in
Spanish and over 1,000
Gospels in Spanish have
gone out into the community. Our activity
has been affected by the
Covid-19 outbreak, and
we look forward to the
time when we can actively place more cases
of Spanish Scriptures in
more places. We pray
that God will bless this Scripture distribution in northwest Iowa. We pray that
there is a hunger for the Word of God in
our communities. This is very possible,
since some of our cases empty out after
only three weeks, and these cases need
to be replenished with more Scriptures.
We are thankful for the opportunity
to distribute Biblical Scriptures that
have been faithfully translated from
the Received Text. May God bless your
ministry at TBS. Thank you again for
your shipment.

From TBS
(USA)
We have received
some coloring sheets
from young supporters
and have taped them to
our window for passersby
to enjoy. Perhaps an
entry for QR?

Colouring sheets

From the USA
Thank you for the 40 New Testaments in
Spanish and the 240 Gospels according
to John in Spanish. Thank you also for
the 18 acrylic display cases and the educational booklets. We’ve included pictures
of the table arranged with the booklets
and Gospels. This table is in the porch of
our church
where our
members can
take and
study the
booklets.
The Gospels
in both
Spanish
and English
are available to our
members
to place in
Scriptures on display
local communities.
We have approximately two dozen cases,
displaying Spanish New Testaments and
Gospels in both Spanish and English

From the USA
I have received the Persian calendars!
Thank you so very much. My congregation who are all
former Muslims
and now committed born
again Christians
will enjoy the
calendars.

Persian Words of Life
Calendar
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